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Abstract Gas hydrate is an ice‐like form of water and low molecular weight gas stable at temperatures
of roughly −10°C to 25°C and pressures of ~3 to 30 MPa in geologic systems. Natural gas hydrates
sequester an estimated one sixth of Earth's methane and are found primarily in deepwater marine
sediments on continental margins, but also in permafrost areas and under continental ice sheets. When
gas hydrate is removed from its stability field, its breakdown has implications for the global carbon
cycle, ocean chemistry, marine geohazards, and interactions between the geosphere and the
ocean‐atmosphere system. Gas hydrate breakdown can also be artificially driven as a component of
studies assessing the resource potential of these deposits. Furthermore, geologic processes and
perturbations to the ocean‐atmosphere system (e.g., warming temperatures) can cause not only
dissociation, but also more widespread dissolution of hydrate or even formation of new hydrate in
reservoirs. Linkages between gas hydrate and disparate aspects of Earth's near‐surface physical, chemical,
and biological systems render an assessment of the rates and processes affecting the persistence of gas
hydrate an appropriate Centennial Grand Challenge. This paper reviews the thermodynamic controls on
methane hydrate stability and then describes the relative importance of kinetic, mass transfer, and
heat transfer processes in the formation and breakdown (dissociation and dissolution) of gas hydrate.
Results from numerical modeling, laboratory, and some field studies are used to summarize the rates of
hydrate formation and breakdown, followed by an extensive treatment of hydrate dynamics in marine
and cryospheric gas hydrate systems.
1. Introduction
The vast deposits of methane hydrates in marine sediments and in permafrost areas (Figure 1) are often con-
sidered a potential future resource since they concentrate natural gas that could contribute to society's
energy supplies if the gas could be economically extracted (Collett, 2002; Collett et al., 2009). At the same
time, the susceptibility of natural gas hydrates to degradation when subjected to increasing temperatures
has led to concerns about potential outgassing of methane as the oceans and the atmosphere continue to
warm in the 21st century (Archer, 2007; Bangs et al., 2005; Biastoch et al., 2011; Harvey & Huang, 1995;
Phrampus et al., 2014; Ruppel, 2011; Ruppel & Kessler, 2017; Stranne et al., 2016). In both cases, the rate
of gas hydrate dissociation and the factors limiting the liberation of methane gas from hydrate are critical
for quantifying the ultimate outcomes—how much gas is released in response to destabilization of the
deposits and over which timescales.
Assessing the breakdown of gas hydrate and, conversely, its formation under natural conditions is an
American Geophysical Union Centennial Grand Challenge with implications for ocean and atmospheric
chemistry (Denman et al., 2007), geohazard assessments (Dugan & Sheahan, 2012; Hornbach et al., 2004;
Mienert et al., 2005), global climate history (Dickens et al., 1997), the carbon cycle (Dickens, 2003), marine
hydrogeology (Chatterjee et al., 2014; Jain & Juanes, 2009; Pecher et al., 2010; Roberts, 2001; Tryon
et al., 1999, 2002), and energy resource studies (Collett, 2002; Holder et al., 1984; Li et al., 2016). A key goal
of this paper is to build the reader's intuition about the response of natural gas hydrate reservoirs to dynamic
processes occurring at or near the Earth's surface over the full range of relevant timescales.
This paper first reviews background information about gas hydrate and then discusses the thermodynamic
controls on gas hydrate stability. This is followed by a description of the kinetic and mass and heat transfer
processes related to hydrate formation and breakdown, with an emphasis on the most significant factors for
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• Gas hydrates are widespread, store
large amounts of carbon, and are
susceptible to degradation under
warming ocean‐atmosphere
conditions
• Gas hydrate formation and
breakdown rates are generally
limited by mass transport and heat
transport processes, respectively
• Hydrate dissolution, not
dissociation, is the more common
breakdown process; sufficient
dissolved gas in adjacent fluids is
necessary for hydrate to persist
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natural systems. We then review the rates of gas hydrate formation, dissolution, and dissociation using the
results of molecular modeling, laboratory experiments, and some field observations. Finally, we discuss gas
hydrate formation and breakdown processes, rates, and driving forces relevant to gas hydrate in geologic
systems in marine and cryospheric settings. The paper concludes with a summary of critical points about
phase changes in gas hydrate systems from a geoscience perspective.
2. Gas Hydrate Background
To set the stage for exploring Grand Challenge questions related to the formation and degradation of gas
hydrate, this section first reviews fundamentals about single crystal gas hydrate and then discusses gas
hydrate stability conditions and the application of theoretical stability models to natural systems. In this
paper, natural systems are distinguished from gas hydrate formed as the result of human activities such as
the installation of seafloor infrastructure or the production or transport of hydrocarbons.
2.1. Basic Characteristics
Gas hydrate, which often resembles opaque water ice, forms when water and low‐molecular weight gas (e.g.,
methane, ethane, propane, carbon dioxide, and/or hydrogen sulfide) combine at high enough pressure
(usually 3 to 30 MPa) and cold enough temperature (usually less than 25°C). Natural gas hydrate that is visi-
ble to the naked eye is always an agglomeration of many gas hydrate crystals that have formed in sediment
pores, between sediment grains, in void spaces within sediments, at the seafloor, or on the surface of gas bub-
bles ascending through the marine water column.
Since gas hydrate often contains organic molecules in the form of hydrocarbon gases, it is not formally clas-
sified as a mineral. Nonetheless, gas hydrate structures are described using the crystallographic terminology
applied to minerals. Gas hydrate typically forms one of two crystallographic structures, termed structure I
(sI) and structure II (sII), within the cubic (isometric) system. Structure I gas hydrate is the most common
type found in nature so far and is popularly rendered as a single water cage with 12 pentagonal and 2 hex-
agonal faces surrounding a gas molecule (see discussion in Sloan &Koh, 2007). The entire sI gas hydrate unit
cell actually consists of six of these structures enclosing larger gas cages joined to two pentagonal dodecahe-
dra enclosing smaller guest gas cages, for a total of 46 water molecules and 8 potential gas guest cages (or
sites). Methane (CH4), the most important hydrate‐forming gas, can occupy both the small and large cages
of sI gas hydrate. Figure 2a shows a scanning electron micrograph of an euhedral methane hydrate crystal
synthetized in the laboratory in the presence of sand (Stern et al., 2004).
Figure 1. Global map of recovered or observed gas hydrate (red circles) and inferred gas hydrate (yellow circles and blue
symbols) as of the end of 2019 from the preliminary U.S. Geological Survey database (Waite et al., 2020). The
recovered hydrate is biased toward shallow deposits accessible by coring and drilling. Hydrate is inferred primarily based
on bottom simulating reflections, borehole logs, and chlorinity anomalies associated with pore water freshening of
recovered cores as hydrate dissociates. Blue symbols denote inferences based only on bottom simulating reflections and
are plotted within the region of the bottom simulating reflection. Yellow circles signify inferences based on at least one
other indicator of gas hydrate, sometimes in addition to bottom simulating reflections.
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Two other structures of gas hydrate are known to occur naturally on Earth, and both have larger cages and
more complicated forms than sI. Structure II (sII) gas hydrate is the second most abundant type so far dis-
covered in natural settings, and its water cages can accommodate higher‐order hydrocarbon gases (e.g.,
ethane and propane), which have larger molecular sizes than methane. The sII unit cell contains 136 water
molecules and has 16 pentagonal dodecahedra (small guest gas sites) linked to 8 water cages with 12 penta-
gonal and 4 hexagonal faces (large sites). Although sII hydrate is stable even when only the large cages are
filled, naturally occurring sII hydrate often has a helper gas such as CH4 in the small cages. Several studies
have highlighted the coexistence of sI and sII gas hydrate in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
(Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006), laboratory experiments (Ranieri et al., 2017; Schicks & Ripmeester, 2004),
and natural reservoirs (Kida et al., 2006; Klapp et al., 2010; Paganoni et al., 2016; Qian et al., 2018;
Schicks, 2018; Subramanian et al., 2000). In terms of spatial distribution on Earth, sI gas hydrates dominate
those recovered to date, probably because most samples are obtained at shallow depths wheremethane is the
predominant gas (e.g., Figure 2b). sII gas hydrates, which form where gas is supplied by thermogenic, multi-
gas sources (e.g., Hadley et al., 2008; Paganoni et al., 2016), could be more prevalent deep in reservoirs, par-
ticularly in areas associated with conventional oil and gas resources.
Structure H (sH) gas hydrate was discovered only ~30 years ago (Ripmeester et al., 1987) and has 34 water
molecules per unit cell. sH can accommodate both small (e.g., CH4, hydrogen sulfide [H2S]) and large gas
molecules and is stabilized only when small gas molecules are present in the appropriate sites and the con-
centration of larger hydrocarbons is high (e.g., Tohidi et al., 2001). Because sH hydrate can accommodate
larger and more complex hydrocarbon molecules than sII, it could theoretically form in thermogenic basins
or in pipelines or vessels used in transport or processing of mixed hydrocarbons (Mehta & Sloan, 1996). The
few natural samples of sH hydrate so far discovered have been found near migration pathways for thermo-
genic hydrocarbons (Chapman et al., 2004; Sassen &MacDonald, 1994). Tohidi, Anderson, et al. (2001) show
Figure 2. Gas hydrate imagery. (a) Euhedral methane hydrate crystals synthesized in the laboratory and imaged by
scanning electron microscopy from Stern et al. (2004). (b) Chunks of gas hydrate (white) with sediment (gray)
recovered during piston coring in the Arctic Ocean. Photograph by J. Fitzpatrick, USGS. (c) Thermal infrared image of
sediment in a core immediately after recovery from the Indian Ocean during the first National Gas Hydrate Program
drilling expedition (Collett et al., 2015). The blue area indicates endothermic dissociation of gas hydrate. Scale in cm.
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that sII hydrate, not sH, is the most stable form in the presence of complex hydrocarbon mixtures, which
may include gas condensates, volatile oils, and black oils. sH hydrate is therefore not expected to be volume-
trically important in global hydrate reservoirs.
Regardless of the gas hydrate structure, the water cages are often not fully occupied by gas molecules. For
example, a water cage may form with no encased gas molecule, and gas molecules can move in and out of
the cages after hydrate has formed. Considering cage occupancy (which is also cast as “hydrate number”)
yields more accurate calculations for the total amount of gas trapped in hydrates and improves certain ther-
modynamic property estimates of methane‐water systems. As an example, the ideal case with complete cage
occupancy for sI hydrate has only 5.75 water molecules per methane (8 cage sites per 46 water molecules). In
naturally formed or laboratory formed sI gas hydrate, however, the ratio is often 6 to 6.2 water molecules for
each methane molecule (Circone et al., 2005a; Kida et al., 2015, 2019), a 4–7% reduction in the amount of
methane per cubic meter of gas hydrate relative to the ideal case.
2.2. General Stability Conditions (Thermodynamics)
The pressure‐temperature (P‐T) conditions needed for hydrate stability prevail in modern marine sediments
at water depths greater than a few hundred meters. Such conditions can also be found in and beneath per-
manently frozen ground (permafrost; Collett et al., 2011; Dallimore & Collett, 1995; Majorowicz et al., 2008;
Ruppel, 2015), beneath some continental ice sheets (Lamarche‐Gagnon et al., 2019; Wadham et al., 2012),
and in the sediments that floor Lake Baikal (Kida et al., 2006; Scholz et al., 1993), the world's deepest fresh-
water lake. However, gas hydrate is not ubiquitous in sediments that occupy the appropriate P‐T space
because hydrate formation also requires gas in excess of its solubility in pore waters. This point has some-
times been missed when researchers calculated the potential “container size” for gas hydrates or, in other
terms, how much of the global sedimentary section could potentially host gas hydrate. As discussed by
Boswell and Collett (2011), Beaudoin et al. (2014), Ruppel and Kessler (2017), and others, calculations
assuming that gas hydrate fills all appropriate P‐T space have been the source of some of the larger published
estimates of methane sequestered in global gas hydrate deposits or methane released when gas hydrate reser-
voirs dissociate. Nonetheless, methane hydrate is still estimated to sequester about one sixth of the world's
methane (Boswell & Collett, 2011).
Forming and maintaining gas hydrate requires either sustained methane generation in situ or gas migration
into the hydrate stability zone in either vapor phase or dissolved form. Methane, the most common guest gas
molecule so far found in recovered gas hydrates, primarily forms from microbial breakdown of organic car-
bon. Gas hydrate is thus missing from sediments in the deeper parts of many ocean basins, which are typi-
cally starved of organic carbon. Gas hydrate also forms where thermogenic gases, including thermogenic
methane, migrate into the hydrate stability zone from deeper conventional hydrocarbon reservoirs. This pro-
cess is occurring now in petroleum basins such as the northern Gulf of Mexico (e.g., Brooks et al. 1984;
Portnov et al., 2019). Such gas migration also explains the formation of gas hydrate at high northern latitudes
during Pleistocene glaciations when gas that had reached the shallower sedimentary section overlying deep
conventional reservoirs “froze” as gas hydrate during global cooling events (Dai et al., 2011; Majorowicz
et al., 2008).
In the rest of this paper, the term gas hydrate refers to a clathrate hydrate structure that hosts gas molecules.
Frequently, we use the term hydrate as shorthand for gas hydrate, and, unless otherwise specified, hydrate is
used specifically to mean methane hydrate.
2.3. Thermodynamics: Equations of State
An equation of state (EOS) describes the phase boundary separating gas hydrate from other gas phases
(vapor or liquid) as a function of pressure, temperature, and the availability of water and methane for an
equilibrium thermodynamic state. The availability of a particular component is often described in EOS deri-
vations by an activity (liquid) or fugacity (gas) parameter. The activity or availability of water can be thought
of as the effective concentration of water in the full, nonideal system consisting of water plus dissolved salts
and gas in its dissolved, vapor, or solid (hydrate) phase. Similarly, the fugacity or availability of methane in
the gas phase can be thought of as the effective partial pressure of methane. Fundamentally, the EOS shows
how hydrate stability depends on P‐T conditions and whether enough water and gas are present to form the
hydrate. Because gas hydrate formation depends onmethane availability, an EOS for gas hydrate is naturally
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linked to the solubility of methane in pore fluids in the presence of gas hydrate or vapor phase gas. The deter-
mination of the EOS and of methane solubility are often presented side by side in research papers.
The EOS for a given type of gas hydrate is a function of the hydrate‐forming gases that are present, the sali-
nity of the pore water, the size of pore spaces, and other factors. Higher‐order hydrocarbons (e.g., ethane or
C2, and propane or C3) form hydrates over a broader range of temperatures than pure methane (C1) (Sloan
& Koh, 2007). Saline pore waters exercise an inhibitory effect that shifts the standard P‐T curve for methane
hydrate to lower temperatures (De Roo et al., 1983; Dickens & Quinby‐Hunt, 1994; Liu & Flemings, 2006;
Maekawa, 2001; Ruppel et al., 2005; Sloan & Koh, 2007), reducing the region of hydrate stability. Elevated
capillary pressures in fine‐grained sediments also inhibit hydrate formation (Clennell et al., 1999; Duan
et al., 2011; Henry et al., 1999; Liu & Flemings, 2011), although the scarcity of free water (low activity of
water) in such low‐permeability media may dominate the inhibitory effect in these sediments (e.g., Liu &
Flemings, 2007).
Predicting gas hydrate degradation processes, which encompass dissociation (Figure 2c) and dissolution,
and formation processes requires accurate EOS and solubility curves for methane hydrate in the presence
of pore fluids. At the time of the most rapid evolution in this field, there were relatively few studies that con-
strained methane hydrate stability (Dickens & Quinby‐Hunt, 1994) and methane solubility (Davie &
Buffett, 2001; Servio & Englezos, 2002) under conditions relevant to geologic systems. Verifying EOS has
therefore been challenging and sometimes requires substantial interpolation from laboratory conditions to
themore generic conditions captured by the EOSmodeling approaches or equations. Even for the most com-
mon sI (methane‐only) hydrate, differences in published EOS‐based predictions of P‐T conditions at the
phase boundary can translate to variations of tens of meters for the predicted base of the gas hydrate stability
zone in nature (e.g., Waite et al., 2019).
Here we discuss the EOS used most widely in the hydrates research community without considering com-
mercial codes used in the energy industry. Table 1 summarizes these EOS and provides mathematical fitting
functions that can be used by researchers for comparing the details of the EOS. Figure 3 compares the key
EOS. The end of this section makes recommendations about application of the EOS in hydrate studies.
1. CSMGem: Programs distributed by Sloan and Koh (2007) are widely used by gas hydrate researchers to
constrain hydrate stability conditions. Based on a Gibbs energy minimization (GEM) approach and a
fit to empirical data (Dickens & Quinby‐Hunt, 1994), the program yields the P‐T conditions for the
hydrate phase transition in the presence of salt or other inhibitors and also determines the equilibrium
composition of the components even outside the hydrate stability field. Duan et al. (2011) note that
CSMGem fits experimental data well but that its calculations are only valid up to pressures of 40–
50 MPa. Naturally occurring gas hydrates are nearly always at lower pressure than this limit, rendering
the CSMGem tool a good option for initial calculations. CSMGem does not take into account porous
media phenomena.
2. Tishchenko et al. (2005) provide closed‐form equations to calculate the stability conditions for
methane hydrate and the solubility of methane in seawater systems up to 20°C and over a range
of pressures and salinities that encompass natural systems. They estimate their phase change
predictions have a maximum uncertainty of ±0.04 MPa (corresponding to ~4 m shallower or deeper
in a hydrostatically pressured deepwater reservoir) for dissociation pressure at the most extreme
temperature and salinity conditions they examine. Tishchenko et al. (2005) adopt a simplified
approach to calculating the total activity of water in the system, rendering it as a function of the
known activity of water in seawater. They also explicitly incorporate the interaction of the dissolved
methane with ions in the fluid phase using a Pitzer approach (Pitzer, 1991). The formulation also
includes changes in the activity of water in seawater with increased pressure, which is ignored by
some other researchers and could cause an error in equilibrium pressure determinations on the
order of their estimated accuracy (~0.03 MPa or 3 m). Although the compressibility of solid hydrate
has almost no effect on predicted equilibrium conditions, Tishchenko et al. (2005) also take this fac-
tor into account. They postulate that variations in the hydrate number, which is a function of pres-
sure and temperature, could be a critical source of uncertainty for their calculations but show that
the effect is small. Tishchenko et al. (2005) make two further contributions of importance for
scientists interested in natural gas hydrate reservoirs. First, they note that the widely cited 1.1°C
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difference between the equilibrium P‐T curve for pure water and
seawater conditions as described by Dickens and Quinby‐
Hunt (1994), who used a salinity of 33.5‰, should actually be
greater based on first principles calculations (Figure 3a). They esti-
mate that the phase change in pure water occurs at temperatures
1.32°C higher at 3 MPa and 1.72°C higher at 30 MPa when com-
pared to seawater with salinity of 35‰. Second, they expand on
the work of Dickens and Quinby‐Hunt (1997) to calculate the
EOS for methane hydrate in equilibrium with sulfate‐depleted pore
waters. This provides a more complete parameterization of the gas
hydrate stability field than is possible with an EOS that ignores
the zone of anaerobic methane oxidation/sulfate reduction in the
near‐seafloor sediments.
3. The most sustained contributions to first principles development of
EOS for the aqueous methane andmethane hydrate systemweremade
by Z. Duan and colleagues from 1992 to 2011. The early papers pro-
vided an EOS for methane and constraints on methane solubility in
ionic systems (Duan, Moeller, Greenberg, et al., 1992; Duan, Moeller,
& Weare, et al., 1992; Duan & Weare, 1992), and are still widely used
by researchers to calculate methane fugacity. Duan and Mao (2006)
updated the methane solubility framework, leading to greater accu-
racy than the older formulation (Duan, Moeller, Greenberg, &
Weare, 1992). Sun and Duan (2005) published the results of an ab
initio model for determining cage occupancy (hydrate number) and
phase equilibrium for methane, as well as CO2, hydrate. This approach
eliminated reliance on Kihara potentials when generating Langmuir
constants, a procedure that has been common in many models for
determination of water activity. This ab initio approach also addressed
one of the concerns raised by Tishchenko et al. (2005) about a potential
source of uncertainty in their own work. Duan and Sun (2006) then
incorporated the ab initio results of Sun and Duan (2005) into a new
phase equilibria model that relied on the Pitzer approach for the inter-
action between methane and electrolytic pore fluids. Their formula-
tion is less empirical than that of Tishchenko et al. (2005). In a final
paper in this series, Duan et al. (2011) modify the earlier theoretical
phase equilibrium framework and include capillary forces arising
in porous media (section 2.4). They adopt a variant of the
Gibbs‐Thomson approach first used by Clennell et al. (1999) and
Henry et al. (1999) in their consideration of porous media‐methane
hydrate interaction. Until a few years ago, the EOS from Duan and
Sun (2006) and Duan et al. (2011) were available in online calculators
that have since been removed from public access. This paper's authors
had results from these online calculators stored in spreadsheets for use
in other projects and fit these results to produce some of the equations
given in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows a comparison among the three commonly used sI methane
hydrate EOS for bulk seawater conditions along with a plot of the mathematical relationship supplied by
Dickens and Quinby‐Hunt (1994) to fit their experimental data and a pure water EOS from Duan,
Moeller, and Weare (1992). As noted by Tishchenko et al. (2005), the difference between the pure water
and seawater EOS is greater than the ~1.1°C estimated by Dickens and Quinby‐Hunt (1994) for pressures
greater than ~3 MPa (roughly corresponding to 300 m water depth). For most of the pressure range corre-
sponding to deepwater marine reservoirs (>7 MPa), the offset between the two 35‰ NaCl EOS is ~1.5°C.
The Tishchenko et al. (2005) and Duan and Sun (2006) predictions differ by less than ±0.16°C over the
Figure 3. Comparison of various equations of state (EOS) for sI methane
hydrate. Mathematical fits plotted here are given in Table 1. (a) EOS for
sI methane hydrate for pure water (“Duan pure water” after Duan, Moeller,
& Weare, 1992; dark gray curve) and 35‰ NaCl pore waters from
Tishchenko et al. (2005), Duan and Sun (2006), and Sloan and Koh (2007).
The EOS from CSMGem (Sloan & Koh, 2007), shown as the solid black
line, was calibrated to fit the data of Dickens and Quinby‐Hunt (1994),
which is labeled “D&Q experimental” and shown as a thick dashed line.
Those data were only acquired to 10 MPa. The Tishchenko et al. (2005)
curve, shown as short dashes, is plotted only in the P‐T range considered
valid by that study. Thick dotted line shows a nominal geotherm of
30°C/km starting from the seafloor at 1,500 m water depth (~15 MPa) and
~6°C. Inset: The difference in temperature as a function of pressure
between EOS for pure water and 35‰ NaCl (black curve) from the Duan
formulations and between CSMGem and Duan for the 35‰ NaCl case
(gray curve). The circle marks the nominal 1.1°C difference between sI
methane hydrate stability in pure and saline waters as discussed by
(Dickens & Quinby‐Hunt, 1994). (b) Capillary pressure in porous sediments
alters the EOS in the same way as the addition of saline pore waters. For
pure water and cylindrical pores of 9.2, 15.8, and 30.9 nm (Duan
et al., 2011), the inhibitory effect on hydrate stability can be even greater
than that of nominal seawater (35‰ NaCl).
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range in which the former study is considered valid. As long as researchers are not focused on reservoir
temperature differences at this scale, either EOS could be used.
Since CSMGem is so widely available and implemented, it is also instructive to compare the CSMGem EOS
to that of Duan and Sun (2006) for 35‰ seawater. The difference is greater than 0.2°C at lower pressures and
exceeds 0.4°C at 25MPa. For low geotherms, which would cross the EOS curves in Figure 3 at low angles, the
disparity between these EOS could translate to a difference of fractions of MPa (tens of meters) in the posi-
tion of the predicted base of hydrate stability (e.g., Waite et al., 2019). In general, deviations of a few meters
between the depth to the base of gas hydrate stability (BGHS) as predicted from the EOS and inferred from
field conditions are not significant given other factors (e.g., pore water composition and capillary effects) that
can affect stability conditions in natural reservoirs. Thus, we recommend that any of the EOS discussed here
can be applied with confidence in most studies.
Methane solubility (Zatsepina & Buffett, 1997, 1998) is a critical parameter controlling the dissolution of gas
hydrate as well as the availability of methane for hydrate formation and the driving force for dissociation
outside the stability zone (Figure 4). Calculating methane solubility can be daunting due to the need to
include complex physical chemistry parameters. Waite (2012) provides a Matlab code that combines the
solubility formulation of Tishchenko et al. (2005) within the hydrate stability zone and that of Duan,
Moeller, Greenberg, and Weare (1992) and Duan and Mao (2006) outside hydrate stability conditions. The
code can be applied to either pure water systems or systems with various user‐determined salinities.
Because the code combines two slightly different solubility formulations to generate a complete solubility
curve for the hydrate and hydrate‐free zones, we caution that the triple point (i.e., P‐T for coexistence of
methane in the aqueous phase, vapor phase, and hydrate phase) predicted by the code will not agree exactly
with the P‐T for the hydrate to vapor phase gas transition predicted by the EOS. The disparity can amount to
several tens of meters in a typical marine reservoir. It is also important to remember that the combined phase
boundary and solubility curve diagram as presented in Figure 1 of Xu and Ruppel (1999) and other papers
(e.g., Davie & Buffett, 2001; Dickens, 2001) and shown in an updated version in Figure 4 collapses two
Figure 4. Schematic of the subseafloor zonation of the physical and chemical state within a homogeneous deepwater gas
hydrate province, along with the evolution of geotherms (blue) and the solubility of methane in the pore waters
(orange) as the bottom water temperature increases by 2°C over 1,000 years. Calculations depend on pressure and
temperature and thus are keyed to a specific water depth, here taken as 750 m. The schematic assumes no in situ
methane generation. The top of gas hydrate stability (TGHS) is in the water column, hundreds of meters above the
seafloor. The base of gas hydrate stability (BGHS) is determined by the intersection of the evolving geotherms with the
hydrate stability curve (equations of state, EOS), which is shown in red. Subscripts i and f, respectively, refer to initial and
final times (t) for geotherms, solubility, and hydrate stability zone thickness, as well as BGHS depth. The sulfate
reduction zone (SRZ) near the seafloor has no detectable methane. The initial pore water methane saturation
(orange dashed curve) is at the solubility limit within only part of the stability zone, which would be the nominal zone
where gas hydrate might occur (purple). With time, hydrate within the purple zone would dissolve due to the
increased solubility of methane in pore space. If any hydrate remained from these dissolution processes, hydrate would
dissociate at the base of the purple zone as the geotherm intersects the EOS. Initially, the saturation of methane below the
BGHS exceeds solubility, meaning that vapor phase gas would be present. As warming progresses, the solubility
limit decreases beneath the BGHS, meaning more of the existing methane will be in the vapor phase.
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slices (P‐T for the phase change and P‐T solubility for a given geotherm) through a three‐dimensional space
(P‐T solubility). Presenting this in three dimensions in general form is complicated by the fact that solubility
will always be a function of the specific P‐T conditions (geothermal regime; Figure 4 of Henry et al., 1999),
pore sizes, and other factors in a reservoir (e.g., Davie et al., 2004; Liu & Flemings, 2011; Malinverno, 2010;
Rempel, 2011).
2.4. Gas Hydrate in Porous Media
EOS derivations in the physical chemistry literature typically assume gas hydrate forms in bulk water rather
than in the restricted space of sediment pores. The primary impact of pore size on gas hydrate formation is
that methane solubility increases as pore size decreases (Clennell et al., 1999; Henry et al., 1999). This inhi-
bits gas hydrate formation by limiting the availability of methane. Using their own EOS and a range of
experimental results, Sun and Duan (2007) show that gas hydrate stability deviates from the bulk water
EOS predictions for pore sizes below ~100 nm, a pore‐size threshold that has also been discussed by others
(Henry et al., 1999; Liu & Flemings, 2011). Sun and Duan (2007) find that the inhibition caused by gas
hydrate growth in 31 nm‐diameter pores instead of bulk water is roughly equivalent to the inhibition caused
by replacing pure water with seawater (35‰), as shown in Figure 3b.
To provide a sense for the importance of this capillary inhibition effect, note that Uchida and Tsuji (2004)
document pore sizes of ~100 nm in fine‐grained marine sediments in the Nankai Trough, which is similar
to the typical size (~60–70 nm) of pores in Blake Ridge sediments (Henry et al., 1999). For sands, 500–
1,500 nm pore sizes have been reported in the Nankai Trough (Uchida & Tsuji, 2004) and 104 nm pore sizes
in the Mackenzie Delta area (Uchida et al., 2009), which was the site of the Mallik permafrost hydrate well.
Using the bulk water EOS for analysis of hydrate phase changes in sediments is a good approximation for
even some fine‐grained homogeneous reservoirs, but capillary pressure inhibition should be considered
when analyzing the equilibrium state of reservoirs that contain considerable fines, even if the overall matrix
is coarser grained. In Table 1 and Figure 3b, some of the capillary inhibition EOS curves provided by Duan
et al. (2011) were fit with mathematical functions.
3. Definitions
This paper focuses on rates of gas hydrate formation and breakdown relevant to natural systems. Before con-
sidering the rates themselves, we define the processes and discuss common approaches to defining the phase
boundaries for the gas hydrate system. Here we adopt the term breakdown to be consistent with the physical
chemistry literature and to include both dissolution and dissociation.
3.1. Gas Hydrate Formation
Gas hydrate formation is controlled by three processes that are often collectively referred to as the kinetics of
hydrate formation. These processes are summarized by Sloan and Koh (2007), Schicks (2018), and Yin
et al. (2018) and can be divided into intrinsic kinetics, heat transfer, and mass transfer.
3.1.1. Hydrate Nucleation
The first step in the hydrate formation process is the nucleation of crystals, which can only occur in a system
that is supersaturated with respect to the hydrate former. Hydrate nucleation and subsequent growth are
controlled by intrinsic kinetics, which has been exhaustively reviewed by Yin et al. (2018). As summarized
by these authors, most kinetic models apply to systems lacking porous media and are based either on the
chemical reactions among hydrate constituents, mass transfer, or heat transfer. Models of gas hydrate
growth in porous media generally neglect intrinsic kinetics, which is orders of magnitude faster than the
timescales of interest in geologic systems, most flow assurance problems, and even laboratory experiments
(Sloan & Koh, 2008).
Nucleation can be either homogeneous, in which only water and dissolved phase methane are present, or
heterogeneous, in which salts, sediment grains, microbes, or other biological organisms or byproducts serve
as “third surface” nucleation sites. Heterogeneous nucleation is always the predominant mechanism in nat-
ural systems (Knott et al., 2012) because it is far more energetically favorable than spontaneous nucleation of
gas hydrate within the liquid phase. However, many laboratory synthesis experiments and MD studies con-
tinue to focus on descriptions of homogeneous nucleation.
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Hydrate nucleation requires an induction time for the water and gas molecules to become organized as crys-
tals. The induction time should not be confused with the actual kinetics of crystal formation, which, once
started, proceeds so rapidly that most MD simulations track only a few nanoseconds of the system's evolu-
tion. For pure systems that lack nucleation sites, induction times for homogeneously nucleating gas hydrate,
even in the entire volume of the world's oceans, have been described as being longer than the age of the uni-
verse (Knott et al., 2012). This characterization particularly refers to MD simulations that are not a priori for-
mulated to nucleate hydrate crystals. Very long induction times have also been observed in laboratory
experiments that lack impurities (Knott et al., 2012). On the other hand, Vatamanu and Kusalik (2010)
and Jiménez‐Ángeles and Firoozabadi (2014) describe nanosecond‐scale homogeneous nucleation of gas
hydrate in an extremely supercooled, methane supersaturated system used for their MD simulations.
Supercooling is an important factor in the formation and long‐term stability of gas hydrate and refers to a
system cooled far below the phase boundary at a given pressure. The analysis of Guo and Rodger (2013)
shows that, for supercooled methane solutions at supersaturation greater than 0.05 mole fraction CH4, cor-
responding to 2.77 mol CH4/kg, which is many orders of magnitude greater than supersaturations thought
possible in nature, gas hydrate forms from liquid with aqueous phase methane without any induction time.
Even if induction scenarios for homogeneous hydrate nucleation have little bearing on natural systems, a
finite induction time, which can range from less than a second to hours (Buffett & Zatsepina, 2000;
Chaouachi et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2012; Tohidi et al., 2001), is still observed in laboratory experiments that
track heterogeneous nucleation in systems containing porous media, water that is not ultrapure, or any
other impurities. Induction time increases if P‐T conditions are close to the stability boundary (e.g., mixture
is not strongly supercooled), if fluid advection is limited (e.g., mass transport is low) or if the liquid is only
minimally supersaturated with the hydrate‐former (e.g., water activity limitation).
Models for homogeneous nucleation of gas hydrate crystals probably have little applicability to the hetero-
geneous nucleation that dominates in natural systems and are only briefly mentioned here. A recent review
by Khurana et al. (2017) and brief discussion in Arjun et al. (2019) provide a modern perspective on homo-
geneous nucleation phenomena. Two of the simpler nucleation models are the labile clustering model, in
which proto‐hydrate water cage structures first form without the involvement of dissolved gas (Sloan &
Fleyfel, 1991), and the local structuring model, in which dissolved gas molecules organize prior to formation
of the proto‐hydrate crystals (Radhakrishnan& Trout, 2002). In the cage structuringmodel (Guo et al., 2009),
the formation of the small‐site water cages precedes direct involvement of the gas molecules. Jacobson
et al. (2011) postulate the blob model, in which gas molecules and proto‐water cages agglomerate before
becoming structured as gas hydrates.
Regardless of the most appropriate hydrate crystal nucleation model for homogeneous systems, the key fac-
tors relevant to natural systems are the locus and duration of hydrate nucleation. For an idealized system
containing only water plus vapor phase and/or aqueous phase gas and no third surfaces to act as heteroge-
neous nucleation sites, nucleation is always most energetically favorable at the liquid‐vapor interface. In a
multiphase system that already contains some gas hydrate and where a vapor phase is lacking, nucleation
of new hydrate crystals on the existing gas hydrate, which acts as a third surface in this case, is more ener-
getically favorable than formation of new hydrate within the liquid. This is also the case for any other natural
system lacking vapor phase gas and preexisting gas hydrate. Heterogeneous nucleation on the abundant
third surfaces in natural systems is always more energetically favorable for hydrate initiation than is homo-
geneous nucleation within the liquid.
Even in laboratory experiments with ultraclean equipment and ultrapure water (no expected third surfaces),
the induction time for hydrate nucleation is sometimes faster where gas hydrate has previously existed and
then dissociated compared to systems where gas hydrate is nucleating anew. The phenomenon responsible
for more rapid nucleation in the former case is known as the memory effect, and a succinct recent review
of the issue is given by Ripmeester and Alavi (2016). Researchers have long postulated that dissociation of
first generation hydrate leaves behind structured water containing incomplete hydrate cages (Vysniauskas
& Bishnoi, 1983). The existence of these cages is thought to promote rapid crystallization of new hydrate once
the thermodynamics (especially cooling; Uchida et al., 2000) is again favorable for hydrate formation.
Substantial research has now also been conducted to investigate whether gas hydrate dissociation leaves
behind not structured water cages, but gas nanobubbles (Bagherzadeh et al., 2015; Maeda, 2018; Uchida
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et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019). A subsequent episode of hydrate formation would then be initiated by rapid
nucleation of a hydrate film at the nanobubble's liquid‐vapor interface. A third mechanism discussed by
Ripmeester andAlavi (2016)—namely, the imprinted impurity hypothesis advanced for systemswith hydrate
inhibitors—implies that dissociation leaves behind impurities that can be sites for heterogeneous nucleation.
Detection of the memory effect would be difficult in natural systems since it would require (a) a method of
delineating the occurrence or lack of gas hydrate at high spatial resolution; (b) an understanding of the types
of reservoir forcing that might cause repeated formation and breakdown of gas hydrate on a temporal and
spatial scale that could be monitored; and (c) a sense of how persistent the memory effect might be in pore
fluids and whether advective circulation of these fluids would erase the effect. The BGHS in marine sedi-
ments might be one candidate for a reservoir location where the memory effect may play a role. As condi-
tions there shift back and forth across the stability threshold, hydrate may break down and re‐form on
timescales far shorter than geologic processes. Less dramatically, the memory effect may also operate within
the gas hydrate stability zone. Hydrate there can dissolve and then form again to maintain equilibrium with
changing aqueous phase methane concentrations in pore waters.
3.1.2. Gas Hydrate Growth
The primary processes controlling hydrate growth are intrinsic growth kinetics, mass transfer, and heat
transfer. As shown in section 4.1.1, intrinsic growth kinetics, which can be taken as the rate at which gas
hydrate cages can form, are so fast relative to mass and heat transfer in natural systems that kinetics will
not be considered further here.
Mass transfer of methane to the gas hydrate formation front is driven by gradients in concentration of dis-
solved gas in aqueous systems or is associated with the movement of gas and water molecules to the
liquid‐vapor interface for hydrate formation from the vapor phase. Hydrate formation from dissolved phase
methane probably dominates most deepwater marine hydrate provinces, and, as noted in section 4.1, sedi-
ment pore waters must be locally supersaturated for hydrate to grow in equilibrium with the pore fluids.
Mass transfer rates that carry methane to the gas hydrate formation front by either pore water advection, dif-
fusion through the pore water, or diffusion through existing hydrate tend to be slow, as explored further in
section 4. Growing hydrate from dissolved phase gas in porous media can require thousands of years for
hydrate accumulations to reach saturations that are readily detectable by geophysical methods (e.g.,
VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018; Xu & Ruppel, 1999).
Although both diffusion and advection are normally slow transport mechanisms in nature (rates of mm/year
to cm/year), advection should be more efficient than diffusion at delivering hydrate constituents to the
hydrate formation front. Hydrate should grow more rapidly where fluids can circulate (Xu &
Ruppel, 1999), and minimal rates of advection may be required for hydrate formation in most settings.
Due to their elevated advection rates, settings with higher permeability (e.g., coarse‐grained sediments
and faults) and forced fluid flow (e.g., dewatering associated with compaction and fluid migration driven
by temperature or pressure gradients) should be more prone to hydrate formation. However, VanderBeek
and Rempel (2018) document a situation in which permeability clogging by hydrate halts advection but
enhances diffusion along strong concentration gradients. In this case, diffusion is more efficient than advec-
tion in spawning the growth of new gas hydrate.
Hydrate formation at the liquid‐vapor interface is the most energetically favorable formation mechanism
when a vapor phase is present within the stability zone. Such formation is driven by gas fugacity between
the hydrate and vapor phase, and the resulting mass transfer rates discussed in section 4.1.2 are substantially
higher than can be obtained via dissolved‐phase advection or diffusion. In natural systems, vapor phase gas
can exist as discrete bubbles at and near the seafloor (which usually lies within the stability field) or emitted
into the water column; as gas that has invaded the hydrate stability zone; in nanobubbles released by gas
hydrate breakdown (see previous section); and just beneath the BGHS. Gas hydrate growth on a bubble
begins at the liquid‐vapor interface, forming a shell that separates the gas and water. As discussed in sec-
tions 4.1.3 and 4.2, this creates an arrangement where free gas, gas hydrate, and dissolved phase gas coexist
within the P‐T stability field for hydrate, marking it as a nonequilibrium thermodynamic condition (Fu
et al., 2018).
Gas hydrate that forms from vapor phase gas within porous sediments initially coats gas bubble menisci
between sediment grains, leading to different physical properties for the bulk medium than if hydrate
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forms from dissolved phase gas (Lee et al., 2010; Waite et al., 2009). With enough vapor‐phase methane, gas
hydrate formation in porous media can consume all available pore waters, halting hydrate formation.
Through salt exclusion that accompanies gas hydrate formation, this process can also render remaining
water too saline for additional gas hydrate to form at given P‐T conditions (e.g., Liu & Flemings, 2006).
The absence of water that can be used for additional gas hydrate formationmay thenmake it possible to pass
gas through migration pathways within the hydrate stability zone without forming additional gas hydrate
(Liu & Flemings, 2006; Smith et al., 2014). After many years in which the natural hydrates community
focused primarily on formation of hydrate from aqueous phase gas in porous media (see discussion in
Ruppel et al., 2019), more research is now being undertaken on hydrate formation from vapor phase. On
the other hand, some researchers (e.g., VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018) have challenged the need to routinely
invoke hydrate formation from vapor phase gas within the stability zone to explain high‐saturation hydrate‐
bearing deposits.
Heat transfer is a more complicated aspect to incorporate into hydrate growth discussions since formulations
must include the thermal properties of hydrate, water, and other constituents (e.g., porous media) and the
exothermic heat of hydrate formation (Handa, 1986), which is ~18 kJ/mole CH4. Just as mass transfer can
involve diffusional and advective components, heat transfer can also have both conductive and advective
aspects.
The heat of hydrate formation poses a particular challenge for inferring the impact of heat transfer processes
in hydrate systems. For supercooled conditions, the exothermic heat of formation will slightly increase tem-
peratures near the hydrate front, but this minor heating does not generally exercise a practical limit on
hydrate growth. For systems with P‐T conditions closer to the phase boundary, the exothermic heat release
can play a more important role. The heat released as hydrate forms must be mitigated rapidly enough that it
does not inhibit further hydrate growth. In low‐permeability sediments or those with low rates of pore fluid
advection, hydrate formation could be a self‐regulating process due to the accumulation of heat from the for-
mation process itself.
3.2. Gas Hydrate Breakdown
Gas hydrate can degrade either by dissolution or dissociation. Each process has its own kinetic controls that
are very rapid with respect to other timescales in natural systems. Dissociation directly releases vapor phase
gas and water, while dissolution should produce only aqueous phase gas and water.When P‐T conditions are
not conducive to gas hydrate stability, dissociation is the physical process that describes gas hydrate degra-
dation. Dissolution occurs at P‐T conditions where hydrate should be stable but where the pore fluid is
undersaturated in the hydrate forming gas. In the vernacular, some researchers may refer to melting of
gas hydrate, but this terminology is not strictly an accurate portrayal of the breakdown processes, which
always involve the release of gas in either vapor or aqueous phase.
Most of the literature discussing gas hydrate breakdown in laboratory or field settings focuses on dissocia-
tion. Gas hydrate can be dissociated by either depressurizing or warming the system until conditions are out-
side those required for gas hydrate stability. Gas hydrate can also be dissociated by using chemical inhibitors
to shift the gas hydrate stability conditions enough for the existing pressure and temperature to be outside
the gas hydrate stability conditions.
Hydrate dissolution is more widespread than dissociation in natural systems because it can occur through-
out the hydrate stability zone, not only at phase boundaries. Regardless of where gas hydrate is within the
hydrate stability zone, surficial hydrate cages are constantly opening and closing, exchanging gas molecules
with the pore fluid. Hydrate dissolution resulting in net loss of hydrate will occur wherever the surrounding
fluid is undersaturated in aqueous methane. In this scenario, concentration gradients between the hydrate
and the surrounding fluid drive gas out of hydrate lattices and into the dissolved phase (Rehder et al., 2004),
reducing the local volume of gas hydrate. Like hydrate stability, gas solubility in pore fluids in the presence
of hydrate is also a function of pressure and especially temperature conditions. Within the hydrate stability
zone, an increase in temperature will increase solubility, leading to more gas hydrate dissolution.
Conversely, cooling will reduce the solubility limit, allowing additional gas hydrate to grow from the excess
methane (e.g., Servio & Englezos, 2002; Subramanian & Sloan, 2002).
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4. Rates of Hydrate Phase Transitions
Actual rates of gas hydrate formation and breakdown are strongly tied to the details of the environmental
conditions and imposed driving forces. Nonetheless, certain order‐of‐magnitude guidelines can assist
researchers in assessing probable rates of gas hydrate phase change. This section discusses rates associated
with gas hydrate formation and breakdown (dissolution and dissociation) through an examination of mole-
cular modeling, laboratory, and field experiments.
4.1. Gas Hydrate Formation
This section covers the hierarchy of gas hydrate formation rates. As indicated in Table 2, the intrinsic kinetic
rates of gas hydrate formation exceed the rates of hydrate formation observed in laboratory and field settings,
which are in turn limited by rates of heat and mass transfer. The fastest natural rates apply to active systems
with rapid heat and mass transfer. The slowest rates are associated with passive systems in which heat and
mass transfer are conductive and diffusive, respectively, causing gas hydrate growth to become self‐limiting.
A framework for evaluating the measured rates of gas hydrate forma-
tion discussed in this section is shown schematically in Figure 5 to
provide intuition about growth behavior under various conditions.
4.1.1. Molecular Modeling
As noted in section 3.1.2, gas hydrate formation rates should depend
on the rates of heat and mass transfer, as well as on the intrinsic
kinetics of the phase transformation. MD simulations can isolate
the effect of intrinsic kinetic rates from the effects of heat and mass
transfer rates. To promote gas hydrate growth within the nanosecond
to microsecond durations of MD models, researchers artificially
increase the concentration of available methane to several hundred
times the saturation limit for methane dissolved in water (e.g.,
Jiménez‐Ángeles & Firoozabadi, 2014; Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006).
Combined with imposed P‐T conditions far within the gas hydrate
stability field (Khurana et al., 2017), these MD simulations investi-
gate gas hydrate growth at rates that are limited by neither methane
availability nor the accumulation of heat. The MD results indicate
that cage structures on the free surface of methane gas hydrate form
on nanosecond (ns) timescales (Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006; Walsh
et al., 2009). With a surface growth (thickening) rate of ~0.1–0.4
nm/ns, gas hydrate may grow approximately four times faster than
water ice (Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006) and could theoretically fill
the pore space of a fictitious standard specimen (1 m3, 50% porosity)
at a rate of 10–40% per second. Formation rates obtained from MD
simulations are realistic only in the regime where mass and heat
transport can be ignored and are thus not applicable to laboratory
or natural systems (Table 2).
Table 2
Order‐of‐Magnitude Gas Hydrate Growth Rate Estimates in Porous Media
Formation process Time to saturate 1% of the pore space
Intrinsic kinetics (Molecular model) (Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006) 0.1 s
Gas/water interface (Active injection or mixing) (Vysniauskas & Bishnoi, 1983) Minutes
Dissolved phase fluid flow (laboratory flow rates) (Waite & Spangenberg, 2013) ~ 1 day
Gas flow (3 cm/yr, Hydrate Ridge) (Torres et al., 2004) ~20 years
Dissolved phase fluid flow (180 mm/year, Hydrate Ridge) (Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003) 1,000 years
Short‐range dissolved‐phase diffusion (<10 m through water) (Cook & Malinverno, 2013) ~10,000 years
Dissolved phase fluid flow (3–6 mm/year, Blake Ridge) (Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003) 20,000 years
Dissolved phase fluid flow (1–2 mm/year, general case) (Rempel & Buffett, 1997) 100,000 years
Note. Where possible, relevant flow rates are given.
Figure 5. Schematic comparison of gas hydrate formation over time for intrinsic
kinetics, active and passive systems. Gas hydrate is assumed to nucleate at time
t = 0. Dashed black curves represent systems with active heat and mass
transport. Formation rates are higher in systems that more effectively supply
methane and remove heat (e.g., higher stirring speeds in batch reactors), but they
do not reach the intrinsic kinetic formation rate (red solid line). Blue dotted
curves represent passive systems where gas hydrate film growth separates the gas
and water supplies. Formation rates and gas hydrate volumes increase with
increased driving force (e.g., increased gas pressure). Though the curves are
illustrative only, the crossover from rapid to slower growth near 10 min has been
observed in both active and passive systems as explained in the text.
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An additional observation fromMD simulations is that hydrate cages are constantly opening and closing on
the same nanosecond timescales on which they form (Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006). Observations of rapid
cage dynamics at gas hydrate surfaces have two important implications for gas hydrate formation and long-
evity in nature. The first is that nearly all gas hydrate formation rates in nature and in most laboratory
experiments will be limited by mass and/or heat transfer rates rather than intrinsic kinetics. A second impli-
cation is that gas hydrate will only persist when the water in contact with the hydrate has methane concen-
tration at or exceedingmethane solubility in local pore waters, a factor discussed in section 3.1.2 and again in
section 4.2.
4.1.2. Active Mass and Heat Transport
In natural systems, transport of mass, not heat, typically exercises the primary control on gas hydrate forma-
tion rates. The significance of mass transport can be anticipated from the concentrations of methane (~0.15–
0.18 mole fraction) and water molecules (~0.82 mole fraction) in sI methane hydrate (Sloan, 2004; Sloan &
Koh, 2007). These mole fractions are several orders of magnitude larger than themole fraction of methane in
bulk water 0.8–3.5 × 10−3 (Lu et al., 2008; Sloan, 2004; Sloan & Koh, 2007) and the concentration of
vapor‐phase water in methane gas, ~3.5 × 10−3 (Sloan, 2004; Sloan & Koh, 2007). Attaining the relatively
high mole fractions necessary for forming gas hydrate consumes all the methane available in adjacent water
or all the water surrounding a methane gas bubble. Prolonged gas hydrate growth therefore requires
methane or water to be replenished via transport to the formation front.
Figure 5 demonstrates that effective transport processes (black dashed curves) can yield formation rates
approaching the intrinsic growth rate, with rapid initial growth giving way to a slower, linear increase in
the amount of hydrate grown over time. The rapid initial growth phase will be discussed in greater detail in
section 4.1.3 (passive systems). The constant growth rate phase is quasi‐linear but does not continue indefi-
nitely. Factors such as permeability reduction due to gas hydrate growth (Dai & Seol, 2014; Kang et al., 2016;
Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003; VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018) often impose limits on methane transport and cause
the growth rate to decrease.
As observed by Maini and Bishnoi (1981), Long and Sloan (1996), Tohidi, Østergaard, et al. (2001), and
others (see overview by Sloan & Koh, 2007), gas hydrate formation is most energetically favorable at the
gas/water interface, where high concentrations of both methane and water are available. To avoid the
growth rate decreasing once gas hydrate formation has separated the gas and liquid phases, batch reactor
experiments (e.g., Vysniauskas & Bishnoi, 1983, and others; also reviewed by Yin et al., 2018), which prevent
constituents from entering or leaving the vessel during the reaction, use an impeller to draw gas hydrate
away from the gas/water interface. This allows the gas and liquid phases to remain in contact to fuel further
hydrate growth. By increasing the impeller speed to more effectively remove gas hydrate from the gas/water
interface (Englezos et al., 1987; Vysniauskas & Bishnoi, 1983), the nearly linear gas hydrate growth rate can
be somewhat increased. Although the peak formation rate observed during such experiments has been inter-
preted as the intrinsic formation rate (Englezos et al., 1987; Pangborn & Barduhn, 1970; You et al., 2019),
Skovborg and Rasmussen (1994) demonstrate that this interpretation is incorrect. Even in the presence of
an ideally maintained gas/water interface, gas hydrate growth is limited by the rate at which gas can be
transferred into the liquid water phase from the vapor phase. This means that the observed rate in batch
reactor experiments is limited by mass transport and does not represent the intrinsic kinetic growth rate
(Skovborg & Rasmussen, 1994).
Actual peak gas hydrate formation rates vary with the P‐T conditions (degree of subcooling) and reactor size.
Even considering the mass transfer rate limitation, batch reactors are typically capable of forming methane
hydrate at a rate of tens of grams per hour (Englezos et al., 1987; Skovborg & Rasmussen, 1994; Vysniauskas
& Bishnoi, 1983). Considering the 500 cubic centimeter (cc) chamber used by Vysniauskas and
Bishnoi (1983) as a porous sediment and approximating the porosity as being the 300 cc water volume
(60% porosity), the batch reactor experiments could achieve gas hydrate growth rates of ~1% of the pore
space every 5–10min (Table 2). This estimate assumes a stoichiometry of CH4·5.99H2O (Circone et al., 2005a)
and gas hydrate density of 0.925 g/cc (Helgerud et al., 2009).
One variation of the stirred batch reactor approach to creating fresh gas/water interfacial area for gas
hydrate formation is to propagate a free gas phase through an otherwise fluid‐saturated medium in a labora-
tory chamber. In a laboratory test of this process, Meyer et al. (2018) saturated ~11% of the pore space in their
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coarse‐grained sand with methane hydrate at a rate of ~1% per minute by allowing gas to invade their speci-
men at a rate of 0.18 ml/hr. This growth rate is similar to that estimated based on batch reactor experiments
(Table 2).
These “percent per minute” gas hydrate formation rates on gas/water interfaces have implications for
field‐scale experiments. At the Ignik‐Sikumi site on the Alaskan North Slope, injection of vapor phase
CO2 into a permafrost‐associated methane hydrate reservoir was intended to displace water and drive
CO2 into the hydrate, thereby releasing the methane (Ohgaki et al., 1996). Due to hydrate formation at
the interface between the injected gas and the reservoir water, the CO2 injection rate decreased over the first
50 hr, even though researchers used a nitrogen‐rich gas mixture that should have limited the rate of gas
hydrate growth (Anderson et al., 2014; Boswell et al., 2017; Schoderbek et al., 2013). Anderson et al. (2014)
conclude that rapid gas hydrate formation between the injected gas phase and reservoir pore water can be
partially mitigated but is unavoidable.
A second variation of the stirred batch reactor is a two‐chamber laboratory setup (e.g., Spangenberg
et al., 2005; Priegnitz et al., 2013, 2015) that is designed to study hydrate formation from dissolved phase
gas, a formation process that also relies on mass transport. The first chamber mixes water with vapor phase
methane and is kept too warm for hydrate formation. The second chamber holds a water‐saturated porous
medium with P‐T conditions within the hydrate stability field. In the warm chamber, methane is dissolved
into water at temperatures near where solubility peaks. That methane‐rich water is then pumped into a
growth chamber held just above the freezing temperature of water, where the solubility of methane in equi-
librium with gas hydrate is much lower (Priegnitz et al., 2013, 2015; Spangenberg et al., 2005; Waite &
Spangenberg, 2013). The large methane solubility difference between the warm chamber and the cool gas
hydrate growth chamber permits rapid (1–2% per day; Table 2) pore space gas hydrate growth (Priegnitz
et al., 2013, 2015; Spangenberg et al., 2005; Waite & Spangenberg, 2013). For this laboratory setup, the
rate‐limiting factor for dissolved‐phase growth is the rate at which methane gas can be dissolved into the
bulk water in the warm chamber (Waite & Spangenberg, 2013).
4.1.3. Passive Mass and Heat Transport
The terminology of passive gas hydrate formation is used here to describe self‐limiting situations in which
gas hydrate growth increasingly separates the gas and water required to feed additional growth. Examples
of passive natural systems include gas bubbles rising from the deep ocean floor or water droplets moving
in pipelines transporting oil or gas. Gas hydrate growth in these systems typically evolves as shown by the
dotted lines in Figure 5. Rapid initial growth at the gas/water interface gives way to much slower growth
as the interface becomes increasingly coated with gas hydrate, forcing gas and water to diffuse through
the gas hydrate layer to reach the gas hydrate growth surfaces (e.g. Taylor et al., 2007). The diffusion constant
for methane through gas hydrate is 6 orders of magnitude smaller than that for methane through water
(~10−15 m2/s (Peters et al., 2008) compared to ~10−9 m2/s (Jähne et al., 1987; Witherspoon &
Bonoli, 1969; Witherspoon & Saraf, 1965)). Further slowing the growth rate is the secondary effect of
the thickening gas hydrate shell, which increases the distance across which hydrate componentsmust diffuse
to sustain hydrate growth.
As in active systems, initial gas hydrate growth for passive systems occurs rapidly on a gas/water interface at
observed rates of hundreds of micrometers per second (Freer et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2007).
During this early growth stage, gas hydrate does not yet completely cover the gas/water interface, and gas
hydrate simultaneously forms in the bulk water from methane that dissolves through the remaining
gas/water interface (Subramanian & Sloan, 2002; Taylor et al., 2007). This bulk‐water component of gas
hydrate growth has important implications for why hydrate growth rate and the total amount of gas hydrate
formed increase when the initial driving force is stronger (Figure 5). The driving force for gas hydrate growth
can be increased by lowering the temperature (e.g., Taylor et al., 2007), which decreases methane solubility
in water in the presence of hydrate (Lu et al., 2008; Servio & Englezos, 2002; Subramanian & Sloan, 2002)
and thereby increases the amount of excess dissolved phase methane that can then be used for gas hydrate
formation. The driving force can also be increased by raising the pressure (e.g., Lv et al., 2018), which dis-
solves more gas into the water. Cooling the system by a few degrees is far more effective at driving increased
hydrate formation than is increasing pressure by a fewMPa (1MPa is roughly equivalent to 100m of water in
themarine environment). Gas hydrate growth from the dissolved phase methane can only continue until the
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dissolved‐phase methane concentration is reduced to the solubility limit. Thereafter, growth can only occur
as rapidly as methane can dissolve into the water, either across the gas/water interface for the active systems
discussed in section 4.1.2 or via diffusion through the gas hydrate film (Fu et al., 2019; Subramanian &
Sloan, 2002; Taylor et al., 2007) for passive systems.
In both active (e.g., Englezos et al., 1987) and passive systems (e.g., Taylor et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2019), the
dissolved phase methane is consumed in ~10 min, after which the growth rate drops. In active systems,
for which gas hydrate formation at the constantly refreshed gas/water interface is the dominant formation
mechanism, the cessation of gas hydrate formation from methane previously dissolved in the bulk water
results in only a minor growth rate decrease (see Figure 4 in Vysniauskas & Bishnoi, 1983). For passive sys-
tems in which additional growth depends primarily on diffusion through an ever‐thickening gas hydrate
film, the growth rate decreases so significantly that Taylor et al. (2007) and Fu et al. (2019) represent the
gas hydrate film thickness as constant (zero additional growth) after ~15 min.
In practice, gas hydrate growth rates even in passive systems tend to be faster than would be anticipated by
assuming growth occurs only via diffusion of methane or water through the full thickness of the gas hydrate
film. Several studies have shown that the gas hydrate interfaces tend to crack as they form (Jin et al., 2012;
Lei et al., 2019; Tohidi, Østergaard, et al., 2001; Warzinski et al., 2014), creating pathways for more rapidly
combining methane and water to form additional gas hydrate.
Initially, gas hydrate formation rates in a passive system can be rapid enough for heat dissipation to become
a controlling factor. At the gas/water interface, gas hydrate coats the interface fast enough that the exother-
mic heat of formation must be dissipated by conduction and/or by advective flow. Such flow could itself be
triggered by the temperature gradients between the advancing hydrate formation front and the surrounding
medium (Freer et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2018; Mori, 2001).
The growthmorphology of gas hydrate forming from dissolved‐phase methane in bulk water depends on the
efficiency of heat dissipation. Subramanian and Sloan (2002) and Ohmura et al. (2005) observed the forma-
tion of dendritic‐ or blade‐shaped gas hydrate in supercooled experiments. At higher temperatures (lower
subcooling), heat cannot be dissipated quickly, so formation favors polyhedral gas hydrate morphologies,
which have lower surface to volume ratios (Ohmura et al., 2005; Subramanian & Sloan, 2002).
Heat transport has also been observed to limit gas hydrate formation in laboratory studies with large
gas/water or gas/ice interfacial areas relative to the overall system volume. In these cases, gas hydrate growth
in the initial stages can produce so much heat that the temperatures near the formation front reach the gas
hydrate stability temperature (Shen et al., 2019). Continued gas hydrate growth requires dissipating heat to
drop the temperature back within the stability field.
Heat transport is seldom the rate‐limiting factor in natural systems because the mass transport‐limited for-
mation rates are typically low enough that heat can be sufficiently dissipated. Heat transport can be a critical
consideration for industrial systems however. When a pipeline or well is intentionally shut in, flow is
stopped, and fluids recovered from depths too deep and warm for gas hydrates to form have a chance to cool
to near‐seafloor temperatures. Hancock et al. (2019) indicate that shut‐in times exceeding a few hours will
likely be enough time for gas hydrates to start growing and potentially block boreholes or pipelines.
4.2. Gas Hydrate Dissolution
Rehder et al. (2004) demonstrate that gas hydrate dissolution is a diffusive process driven by the difference
between the local solubility in the presence of gas hydrate (Ceq; solid curves in Figure 4) and the local dis-
solved phase concentration (C0; dashed curve in Figure 4) of the hydrate‐forming gas: Ceq − C0. Their sea-
floor dissolution measurements for methane hydrate and for CO2 hydrate, carried out where C0 was
effectively zero for both methane and CO2, show CO2 hydrate dissolves approximately eleven times faster
than methane hydrate, in agreement with the solubility ratio: Ceq, CO2/Ceq, CH4 = 10.4 (Rehder et al., 2004).
Importantly, this study shows hydrate will continue dissolving until C0 = Ceq. An analogous situation occurs
on the free‐gas/gas hydrate interface. If the partial pressure of water in the vapor phase is below the water's
vapor pressure, gas hydrate will dissolve as water molecules from the gas hydrate are lost to the vapor phase
(Hammerschmidt, 1934).
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In the absence of gas hydrate, dissolution rates of vapor phase methane in bulk water can be measured by
tracking the size of a gas bubble over time. Bubble radius shrinkage rates of ~1 μm/s were observed in labora-
tory tests (Warzinski et al., 2014) and 4–7 μm/s were observed in open‐ocean studies (Rehder
et al., 2002, 2009). These dissolution rates provide important controls on gas hydrate formation on bubbles
rising through the water column because the solubility limit for stabilizing gas hydrate is typically 4–5 orders
of magnitude higher than seawater methane concentrations (Anderson et al., 2012) and gas hydrate cannot
begin forming on a gas/water interface within the hydrate stability zone if the dissolved‐phase methane con-
centration in the pore water is too low. This restriction is related to the fact that methane molecules from the
gas phase dissolve into the water faster than a gas hydrate structure can develop to encage the methane
(Chen et al., 2013; Maini & Bishnoi, 1981). The loss of methane from an ascending bubble to the surrounding
water can, however, elevate the microscale methane concentration around the bubble to levels at which a
gas hydrate shell can begin forming on the bubble's surface (Boewer et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Rehder
et al., 2009; Warzinski et al., 2014). Bubble dissolution rates are fast enough that bubbles released from sea-
floor within the hydrate stability field may only need to rise 1–5 m before developing a gas hydrate shell
(Anderson et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016).
Once a gas hydrate shell forms, observed bubble dissolution rates drop by a factor of 2–5 (Rehder et al., 2009;
Warzinski et al., 2014). Rehder et al. (2009) suggest the rate reduction is due to the local solubility limit drop-
ping from the gas/water solubility limit (no gas hydrate) to the solubility limit for methane in the presence of
gas hydrate (e.g., Figures 3 and 1 in Subramanian & Sloan, 2002, and Waite et al., 2009, respectively).
Reduced dissolution rates allow gas hydrate‐coated bubbles to persist for longer than their uncoated coun-
terparts. Dissolution effects are most obvious on rapidly evolving bubbles in the water column, but dissolu-
tion processes are also significant for seafloor gas hydrates exposed to seawater (section 5.1.3) and even for
subsurface gas hydrate occurrences (section 5.1.1.2).
4.3. Gas Hydrate Dissociation
The rate of gas hydrate dissociation depends primarily on heat transport near the dissociation front. Yin
et al. (2016) review dissociation rate models from molecular to field scales. Here, the focus is on building
intuition for estimating dissociation rates at laboratory and field scales and on understanding why dissocia-
tion rates, like formation rates, are strongly dependent on experimental or site specific conditions.
4.3.1. Molecular Modeling
In the absence of mass or heat transport limitations, molecular modeling studies suggest that the intrinsic
gas hydrate dissociation rate is equivalent to the intrinsic formation rate, with dissociation rates of 300–
4,000 moles CH4/s/m
2 possible on the gas hydrate surface (Windmeier & Oellrich, 2013). In terms of the fic-
titious example used for Table 3, the intrinsic dissociation rate is ~5–50% pore‐space loss of gas hydrate per
second (20–200 ms per 1% gas hydrate saturation). Even at the nanometer and nanosecond timescales used
in molecular modeling, mass transport limitations are apparent. Methane, once liberated from the gas
hydrate structure, must be dispersed into and through the water layer on the dissociating gas hydrate surface
(English & Phelan, 2009; Kamath & Holder, 1987; Windmeier & Oellrich, 2013). Windmeier and
Oellrich (2013) show the dissociation rate slows by 2–3 orders of magnitude as the concentration of methane
builds in the adjacent water layer.
4.3.2. Laboratory and Core‐Scale Processes
At the laboratory and core scale, heat transport becomes the rate‐limiting factor for gas hydrate dissociation.
Two heat sources are available to drive the endothermic dissociation of gas hydrate: sensible heat, meaning
Table 3
Order‐of‐Magnitude Gas Hydrate Dissociation Rate Estimates
Dissociation process Time to dissociate ~75% of the gas hydrate
Intrinsic kinetics (molecular model) (Windmeier & Oellrich, 2013) 0.1 second
Core recovery (conventional core) (Kowalsky & Moridis, 2007) tens of minutes
Reservoir production (Nankai Trough, 1 m radius) (Yamamoto et al., 2017) 6 days
Reservoir production (Mt. Elbert, 450 m radius) (Kurihara et al., 2011) 50 years
Note. Gas hydrate is assumed to be filling a 1 m3 sediment with 50% pore space for themolecular and core‐scalemodels. Characteristic radial distance for 75% loss
of gas hydrate is given for reservoir production models, both of which assume dissociation via depressurization.
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the thermal energy stored in the gas hydrate, pore fluid, and sediment in the immediate vicinity of the gas
hydrate dissociation front, and heat supplied from external sources via conduction or advection. For the
70% gas hydrate saturation in a medium with 40% porosity considered by Yamamoto et al. (2017), gas
hydrate could supply only 5% of the sensible heat required for complete dissociation, and the surrounding
pore fluid and sediment could supply 33%. Consequently, 62% of the heat necessary for full dissociationmust
be transported to the dissociation front from elsewhere.
For laboratory and core‐scale dissociation of gas hydrate, which generally involve pure gas hydrate plugs or
sediments with high saturations of gas hydrate in cylindrical pressure chambers, the heat transport require-
ment means dissociation occurs radially, moving inward from where the sample contacts the vessel wall
(e.g., images in Ebinuma et al., 2008; Gupta, 2007; Seol & Kneafsey, 2009; Sloan, 2004; Waite et al., 2008).
Even for specimens that are depressurized, meaning that the entire specimen is subjected to pressures out-
side the gas hydrate stability field, dissociation occurs most rapidly at the chamber walls, which act as ther-
mal reservoirs supplying heat for dissociation.
Dissociation rates always depend strongly on the configuration of the experimental system. In a study by
Waite et al. (2008), a 20‐min excursion from the gas hydrate stability conditions yielded roughly a 5% decrease
in gas hydrate saturation, with the dissociation occurring primarily on the outer diameter of the specimen. If
a strong driving force (e.g., pressure drop far below gas hydrate stability pressure) is imposed, gas hydrate dis-
sociation rates can be relatively constant in the early stages (Kamath & Holder, 1987; Yousif & Sloan, 1991).
As dissociation continues or as conditions get closer to the gas hydrate phase boundary, dissociation rates
slow and become nonlinear (e.g., Circone et al., 2004, 2005b; Li et al., 2012; Oyama et al., 2009; Yousif &
Sloan, 1991) as the driving forces for heat transport decrease.
Several physical processes affect the rate of gas hydrate dissociation. Since gas hydrate dissociation is a surfi-
cial phenomenon, the rate is proportional to the gas hydrate surface area (Kim et al., 1987). Gas hydrate dis-
sociation also cools the surroundings, consuming the readily available sensible heat (Circone et al., 2005b;
Konno et al., 2014). Dissociation slows once the sensible heat is consumed (Konno et al., 2014), and the
required heat transport distance increases.Moreover, the gas phase released by dissociation can displace pore
water, lowering both the thermal conductivity and heat capacity (Handa, 1986; Waite et al., 2007), hindering
the flow of heat to the dissociation front (Sun & Mohanty, 2006).
There are several practical implications of hydrate dissociation that proceeds rapidly until sensible heat is
consumed and then continues more slowly. Disseminated, low‐saturation hydrate in sediment usually dis-
sociates rapidly because ample sensible heat is available to drive dissociation. Thus, recovering samples of
hydrate‐bearing sediments with disseminated hydrate intact is challenging. For higher gas hydrate satura-
tions in sands or for nearly pure gas hydrate chunks thicker than ~1 cm in fine‐grained sediment, dissocia-
tion can take several tens of minutes even at ocean surface conditions. This has allowed researchers to
visually identify or thermally image gas hydrate in recovered cores (Figure 2).
When gas hydrate is rapidly depressurized to atmospheric conditions, the gas hydrate's surface temperature
drops below the freezing point for water, and ice can form (Kowalsky & Moridis, 2007; Oyama et al., 2009;
Paull et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2012; Yousif & Sloan, 1991). The presence of ice directly on the gas hydrate can
retard dissociation by slowing the escape of methane from the dissociating gas hydrate surface (Kuhs
et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2005; Stern et al., 2003). As noted by Bohrmann et al. (2007), the coating of ice cre-
ated by initially rapid gas hydrate dissociation during depressurization of sediment cores in the field can
slow subsequent dissociation and help preserve the underlying gas hydrate long enough for specimens to
be recovered from the sediment core.
4.3.3. Reservoir Scale
The same rate‐limiting processes observed for dissociation at the laboratory and core scale are significant at
the reservoir scale. This section reviews lessons learned about the influence of sensible heat, heat transport,
and ice formation on dissociation from field‐scale gas hydrate production testing.
The importance of sensible heat as a driver for gas hydrate dissociation during reservoir production activities was
demonstrated by the first International Gas Hydrate Code Comparison Project, which derived production rate
predictions for theMt. Elbert permafrost‐associated gashydrate reservoir (Anderson et al., 2011). In one scenario,
production was from a hydrate‐bearing sediment layer with the base at ~723 m depth and 4°C. The second
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scenariowas from the same layer, but farther downdip, so its basewas at 822mand12°C. Thepressure difference
due to the depth change was not considered significant, but the 8°C temperature increase led to approximately
an order of magnitude higher average production rate being predicted over 10 years (Anderson et al., 2011).
In the Mt. Elbert model case, sensible heat increased as the production location shifted to a warmer portion
of the reservoir, but additional sensible heat can also be brought in from gas hydrate‐free layers contacting
the gas hydrate reservoir. The same observation about sensible heat coming from gas hydrate‐free layers
interbedded within a gas hydrate occurrence was made in a model for the primary NGHP‐02, Area B gas
hydrate reservoir offshore eastern India (Myshakin et al., 2019). With fine‐scale modeling, Myshakin
et al. (2019) found that gas hydrate was dissociating most readily along the gas hydrate reservoir interfaces
with the gas hydrate free intervals. The Nankai Trough gas hydrate reservoir offshore eastern Japan also con-
tains thin layers of gas hydrate‐bearing sediment that are separated by thin layers of fine‐grained, essentially
gas hydrate‐free sediment (Konno et al., 2017; Yamamoto et al., 2017). For the 6‐day gas hydrate production
test in the Nankai Trough, history matching to downhole data indicates dissociation could utilize the gas
hydrate‐free layers to draw on available sensible heat (Yamamoto et al., 2017).
As noted by Yousif and Sloan (1991), rapid, constant rate dissociation behavior occurs when the system is dri-
ven more than 1 MPa below the stability pressure, but driving the pressure too low can drive the local tem-
perature low enough to induce ice formation (Circone et al., 2005b). Conceptually, ice formation has the
potential to accelerate gas hydrate dissociation because heat released as water freezes can be used in disso-
ciating the adjacent gas hydrate (Feng et al., 2017; Konno et al., 2014). To accelerate gas hydrate dissociation,
icemust form so as not to inhibit gas release from dissociating gas hydrate, nor block pathways for recovering
methane at the production well. Reservoir modeling studies typically indicate that ice formation does reduce
the reservoir permeability and limit gas production rates at the well (e.g., Kowalsky &Moridis, 2007; Moridis
et al., 2019; Moridis & Reagan, 2007), so maintaining a dissociation pressure high enough to avoid ice forma-
tion is typically recommended (Yin et al., 2016). In Figure 3a, this would correspond to maintaining the dis-
sociation pressure above ~3 MPa, although this value will fluctuate based on salinity changes.
For longer‐term dissociation, heat can be delivered to the gas hydrate dissociation front via conduction, as
well as convection, as warmer pore water from beyond the dissociation front is pulled past the dissociation
front and into the production well (Yamamoto et al., 2017). Here again, there may be constraints on how
large the pressure drawdown should be, although intuitively one might assume that larger drawdowns
would provide a larger driving force for dissociation, and hence a higher dissociation rate.
As detailed in experimental andmodeling studies fromNGHP‐02 marine reservoir studies, the pore pressure
drawdown required to initiate gas hydrate dissociation in the reservoir also imposes an elevated effective
stress that can cause the reservoir formation to compact, dramatically reducing the overall permeability even
as solid gas hydrate is dissociating to gas and water and freeing up paths for fluid flow (Dai et al., 2019;
Myshakin et al., 2019; Yoneda et al., 2019). As summarized by Boswell, Myshakin, et al. (2019), optimizing
the overall gas extraction rate may require balancing the competing effects of pore pressure reduction (which
increases the dissociation driving force) and minimizing the applied effective stress (which preserves reser-
voir permeability). Permeability reduction lowers not only the rate at which gas can migrate to the produc-
tion well but also the rate at which warm fluid can be drawn in to supply heat to the dissociation front.
To date, most gas hydrate production tests have endured only a few days, with a single 2‐month test having
been run (Yang et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2018). Given that dissociation rates do not scale linearly with the
amount of gas hydrate (Table 3), it is not clear that reservoir models are fully accounting for intricately
coupled processes governing long‐term dissociation, some of which may only become apparent after many
months or years. Long‐term production tests, such as the planned test on the Alaskan North Slope (Boswell,
Marsteller, et al., 2019), are vital for providing not only the site‐specific dissociation rate results, but for shed-
ding light on which physical processes exert dominant controls on gas hydrate dissociation rates during
long‐term production activities.
5. Hydrate Phase Transitions in Geologic Settings
This section places the information discussed in sections 2 through 4 in the context of hydrate formation and
breakdown processes at the bulk scale for geologic occurrences of gas hydrates, as summarized in Table 4.
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Here, we focus on marine and cryospheric hydrates and exclude discus-
sion of rare freshwater lake gas hydrates in Lake Baikal (Granin et al.,
2019; Kida et al., 2006; Scholz et al., 1993). Many processes characteristic
of marine reservoirs will operate in Lake Baikal, although pore water
salinity and sulfate dynamics are different in the freshwater setting.
5.1. Marine Reservoirs
5.1.1. Deepwater Marine Settings
Deepwater marine settings may host over 95% of Earth's gas hydrate
deposits (McIver, 1981; Ruppel, 2015) if the poorly constrained amounts
beneath large ice sheets (e.g., Antarctica and Greenland;
Lamarche‐Gagnon et al., 2019; Wadham et al., 2012) are excluded from
the inventory. Here we use deepwater gas hydrates to refer to hydrates
in the sediments of continental margins at water depths at least 100 m
greater than the shallowest limit for gas hydrate stability, which is typi-
cally 450 to 700 m for temperate and tropical latitudes (Figure 6). Those
upper continental slope hydrates are the focus of section 5.1.2.
The emphasis on continental margins in delineating deepwater hydrate
provinces arises from the requirement that sufficient sedimentary
organic carbon exists to fuel past or present methane production by
microbes. Microbial methane—often referred to as biogenic methane
in the older literature—is the most common source for methane seques-
tered in gas hydrates that have so far been recovered, although the sam-
pling may be biased by the geographic location of sampling and the
concentration of samples at shallow depths in the sedimentary section.
Gas hydrate can also form from methane that is not generated in situ
or that is not attributable to microbial processes. Additional sources for
methane that becomes bound in gas hydrate may include (a) older
microbial methane that has accumulated in situ or migrated from else-
where; (b) thermogenic methane generated in conventional reservoirs
at PT conditions greater than those associated with gas hydrate stability
and migrated into the hydrate stability zone; and, possibly, (c) abiotic
methane generated in hydrothermal settings (Johnson et al., 2015;
Klein et al., 2019). The physical processes associated with gas hydrate
formation and breakdown in deepwater settings are not a function of
the gas source. However, where it occurs, in situ methanogenesis can
supply new gas (Malinverno, 2010; VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018; Xu &
Ruppel, 1999), thereby increasing methane saturation in pore waters
and increasing hydrate formation rates or decreasing dissolution rates
within the stability zone.
Gas hydrate reservoirs in deepwater settings should be the most stable
and longest lived of the marine gas hydrate occurrences. Most of the
depth extent of these reservoirs exists at P‐T conditions well within the
gas hydrate stability field (supercooled) and is expected to remain stable
for thousands of years into the future, even under scenarios of warming
ocean‐bottom waters (Ruppel, 2011; Ruppel & Kessler, 2017). The top of
the gas hydrate stability (TGHS) zone and the BGHS are in theory the
most dynamic parts of marine hydrate reservoirs (Figure 4). In marine
locations deeper than the upper continental slopes, the TGHS always
occurs within the water column, not at the seafloor (Figures 4 and 6).
The seafloor itself is therefore within the P‐T conditions for gas hydrate
stability, even though gas hydrate usually will not form there since ocean
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5.1.1.1. Gas Hydrate Formation
Formation of new gas hydrate in deepwater systems is thought to primarily consume dissolved phase
methane, which must exist in concentrations exceeding the local solubility limit in order to supply new
gas hydrate growth (Xu & Ruppel, 1999). Unlike laboratory systems in which large, stepwise drops in solu-
bility can be imposed to increase gas hydrate growth rates, the in situ solubility gradient in homogeneous
sediments does not change dramatically with depth within the gas hydrate stability zone (Figure 4). Thus,
in an equilibrium system, only a small fraction of the pore‐water methane will be in excess of solubility as
pore water migrates upward through each depth increment. You et al. (2019) estimate that ~2,000 pore
volumes of methane‐rich fluid flowing through a pore may be required to collect enough methane in excess
of the solubility limit to fill ~1% of the pore space with gas hydrate. As shown in Table 2, pore water advec-
tion rates and thus gas hydrate formation rates can vary by orders of magnitude between sites. Forming gas
hydrates in sediments from dissolved phase methane generally requires thousands and even more than a
million years (Malinverno, 2010; Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003; VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018).
In the absence of fluid flow, methane can still migrate through pore fluid to the gas hydrate growth front
via diffusion. In the gas hydrate formation model developed by Malinverno (2010), methane generated by
microbes in fine‐grained sediment diffuses into nearby coarser‐grained sediment. Cook and
Malinverno (2013) note that this type of diffusive migration is slow, requiring ~1 Myr to transport methane
100 m. However, on the scale of meters, diffusion could supply methane at rates comparable to slow to
moderate advection and may even overtake advection as the primary control on gas hydrate formation in
some locations (VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018). Cook and Malinverno (2013) calculate that over a 10 m
migration path from fine‐grained sediment into adjacent thin, coarse‐grained sand at Walker Ridge 313H
in the Gulf of Mexico, diffusion could supply methane fast enough to develop 33–45% gas hydrate satura-
tion in ~300 ky, yielding an estimated bulk growth rate of 1% per 10 ky (Table 2). For the same site, the
modeling of VanderBeek and Rempel (2018) also shows that hundreds of thousands of years would be
required to accumulate more than 10% gas hydrate in a system where methane is supplied by
methanogenesis.
Factors other than mass transport mechanisms (i.e., advection and diffusion) govern how shallow in the sta-
bility zone gas hydrates can actually form. The top of the zone of potential hydrate occurrence is usually con-
trolled by pore water chemistry and microbial processes and rarely coincides with the seafloor. If methane is
Figure 6. The depth from the sea surface to the top of the gas hydrate stability (TGHS) calculated by intersecting the
CSMGem (Sloan & Koh, 2007) hydrate stability curve for sI methane hydrate with ocean temperatures to depths of
1,000 m in 1° × 1° blocks (Locarnini et al., 2010). The landward limit of gas hydrate stability on a given margin occurs
where the TGHS meets the seafloor on the upper continental slope, mostly in the range of 450–700 m except at high
latitudes. The TGHS will always be within the water column (not the sediments) except for a certain specific combination
of a low geotherm and shallow dip to the upper continental slope (Gorman & Senger, 2010). Gas hydrate rinds that
form on bubbles emitted from the seafloor will not dissociate (but may dissolve) before the ascending bubbles reach the
TGHS. Most of the world's deep ocean basins do not contain sufficient organic carbon to generate methane for hydrates
and are distant from thermogenic basins that could supply gas for hydrate formation.
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supplied mostly from below and sulfate infiltrates the seafloor from the overlying seawater, sulfate
concentration normally decreases from the seafloor to near‐zero at the so‐called sulfate‐methane interface
or transition (SMT), whose depth is controlled by the rate of vertical advective flux (Borowski et al., 1996).
The SMT may be only millimeters deep at active methane seeps (Joye et al., 2004), centimeters deep
where methanogenesis is very active, and meters to tens of meters in the deep ocean in low advection rate
regimes (Borowski et al., 1996). As methane migrates upward from below, it is almost entirely consumed
by the anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) by microbes within the sulfate reduction zone (SRZ;
Reeburgh, 2007). Even when methane enters the SRZ above the SMT, the existing pore waters are
strongly undersaturated in methane, and there is not enough excess methane to drive hydrate formation.
Where vapor phasemethane invades the hydrate stability zone (e.g., the CascadiaMargin; Torres et al., 2004),
gas hydrate formation can proceed rapidly at the gas/liquid interface (Meyer et al., 2018). In their model, gas
pressure building from below would enable a gas chimney to advance into the gas hydrate stability zone. The
chimney would advance episodically, breaking through gas hydrate that formed on the gas/liquid interface
as pressure built in this cyclic process of gas advance and hydrate formation. The supporting information
contains videos linked to Figure 7, which shows photos of a similar process occurring on the seafloor of
the northern Gulf of Mexico as free gas invades bottom waters saturated in the hydrate‐forming gas and
within the hydrate stability zone. Within the sediments, gas hydrate formation rates via the gas invasion
mechanism would ultimately be limited by the advancement rate of the gas front itself, which may be rela-
tively slow (e.g., 3 cm/year inferred for the Cascadia Margin by Torres et al., 2004; Table 2) when compared
to laboratory rates (e.g., gas advances 3 cm in only 80 hr [0.01 year] in the gas percolation experiment of
Meyer, Flemings, and DiCarlo (2018)).
Gas hydrate can also grow outward into surrounding sediments from gas hydrate‐coated chimney walls,
although much more slowly than growth occurs at the gas/liquid interface. Meyer, Flemings, and
DiCarlo (2018) contend that once the chimney's gas/water interface is coated in gas hydrate, subsequent
gas hydrate growth in the surrounding sediment would have to occur by methane transport through the
gas hydrate chimney wall via diffusion or other processes. Such processes would juxtapose gas hydrate
Figure 7. Photographs (see the supporting information for corresponding videos) of hydrate forming around vapor phase
gas chimneys in open water at locations on the seafloor of the northern Gulf of Mexico. This process is similar to that
envisioned to occur as vapor phase gas invades the hydrate stability zone in porous media (Meyer, Flemings, &
DiCarlo, 2018). For these hydrate‐encrusting processes to operate at these locations requires seafloor waters to be
supersaturated in the hydrate former. Otherwise, the bubbles would dissolve as they emerge, or the hydrate might form
and then quickly dissolve. Field of view for photos estimated to be less than 5 cm across. (a) Gas emitted at the edge of a
carbonate overhang where sediment (gray) is interspersed with orange hydrate was filmed in 2017. The orange color is
likely attributable to the inclusion of petroleum in the gas hydrate. The gas emerges as free bubbles, as bubbles that
become coated in hydrate while attached to the seafloor, or as bubbles from hydrate chimneys or tubes. Some tubes
have stopped emitting gas and have a frozen bubble at the top. The long tube on the right breaks off in the video, as
shown in the supporting information. High‐resolution video available from Kennedy et al. (2019). (b) Some bubbles
emitted from bare seafloor immediately form a rind of gas hydrate, as filmed in 2014. As more pressure builds, the
hydrate eventually detaches from the seafloor, and a new bubble is emitted and is encased in a hydrate rind. Photograph
is from video acquired by the NOAA's Ocean Exploration and Research using the remotely operated vehicle Deep
Discover 2 (D2), as given in low‐resolution in the supporting information, and is in the public domain. High‐resolution
video available from Lobecker et al. (2019).
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formed rapidly from vapor phase methane within a chimney and gas hydrate that grows slowly from dis-
solved phase methane over thousands of years in the surrounding sediments.
5.1.1.2. Dissolution
Most of the deepwater gas hydrate reservoir is well within the gas hydrate stability conditions (super-
cooled relative to the stability boundary), meaning dissociation will not occur. Dynamic processes do
affect gas hydrate at the microscale level throughout the gas hydrate stability zone over short timescales
though. As mentioned in section 4.1.1, gas hydrate surfaces exposed to pore waters in this zone are
constantly releasing and taking up gas molecules on nanosecond scales (Vatamanu & Kusalik, 2006)
even when gas hydrate is in equilibrium with the pore water methane concentration. Dissolution acting
at a larger scale can permanently erode gas hydrate within the stability zone if pore waters in contact
with gas hydrate do not remain saturated in methane (Figure 4). Such a dissolution mechanism has
been proposed to explain the existence of gas hydrate‐free, water‐bearing intervals within otherwise
highly gas hydrate‐saturated reservoirs (Boswell et al., 2012; Collett et al., 2019). Given typical
pore‐water advection rates, this intrareservoir dissolution process would likely require thousands of
years to complete.
Gas hydrate in sediments that end up within the SRZ (e.g., due to seafloor erosion or deepening of the SMT
during slowing of advection) will also be destroyed by dissolution. Pore waters in this zone contain very low
concentrations of methane, and gas hydrate will release methane molecules to the pore waters, where the
methane becomes available to fuel further AOM.
5.1.1.3. Dissociation
When dissociation occurs in marine reservoirs, it should be confined to a relatively narrow depth range near
the BGHS, which is defined by the triple point where methane coexists in hydrate, vapor phase, and dis-
solved phase (Figure 4). As noted in sections 2.3 and 2.4, the theoretical BGHS for natural systems is often
inferred based on bulk properties, as if the reservoir contained hydrate in equilibrium with water, even
though capillary forces, water activity, and other factors can shift the BGHS. The BGHS is referred to as a
thermodynamic triple point and often appears to be a discrete line in the sediments when researchers iden-
tify bottom simulating reflections (BSRs) that separate hydrate‐bearing sediments from underlying gas.
However, the BGHS and the BSR (where it exists) are more properly considered as finite‐thickness zones
(Wood et al., 2002) in which methane may persist in all three phases. Although the BGHS is often described
as the locus of dissociation, gas hydrate could form, dissolve, or dissociate at this depth, depending on the
driving process. The driving processes rarely operate in isolation, which complicates analysis of the net
response of the reservoir to perturbations.
5.1.1.4. Formation and Breakdown Processes in Natural Systems
Tectonic, sedimentary, climate, and fluid flow processes can lead to bulk hydrate formation, dissolution, or
dissociation in different parts of deepwater marine reservoirs. Understanding the full impact of these pro-
cesses on the state of the hydrate reservoir (thickness and hydrate saturation) and the persistence of hydrate
within any given sediment parcel requires an approach that incorporates all the complexities of multiphase
fluid flow (Stranne et al., 2016). To build intuition, we here use a simple model that tracks only P‐T and
solubility in a homogeneous system to illustrate the first‐order effects of geologic and climate‐related
processes.
As a simple example, sustained cooling of ocean bottom water (e.g., cooling lagging the onset of a global gla-
ciation) changes the thermal boundary condition at the seafloor and produces cooling of the near‐seafloor
sediments at a rate controlled by their thermal diffusivity. The cooling in turn causes a decrease in the solu-
bility of methane in pore waters within the gas hydrate stability field, making more methane available for
hydrate formation. Thus, in addition to bottom water cooling thickening the stability zone (migration of
BGHS to greater depths), cooling also leads to an increased hydrate accumulation throughout the reservoir.
Bottom water warming has the opposite effect, as shown in Figure 4 and in the temperature and solubility
plots in Figure 5 of Ruppel and Kessler (2017).
On contemporary Earth, relative sea level on many continental margins is rising at rates of several milli-
meters a year (Cazenave & Llovel, 2010). If the corresponding pressure increase were propagated elastically
through incompressible, homogeneous sediments in the deep ocean, this would cause formation of new gas
hydrate at the BGHS via consumption of vapor phase or dissolved gas beneath the BGHS, assuming enough
methane and water were present (Figure 5b of Ruppel & Kessler, 2017).
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Subsidence, which increases the depth of the seafloor relative to the sea surface, rarely occurs without sedi-
mentation. Rapid deposition of large volumes of sediment can drive subsidence (sedimentation preceding
subsidence), or sedimentation can fill the “hole” produced during subsidence (subsidence preceding sedi-
mentation). Acting on its own, subsidence increases hydrostatic pressure in the reservoir by increasing
the distance between the original reservoir and the sea surface and can appear to have the same impact as
sea level rise (Figure 8). However, in the subsidence scenario, the geotherm moves through the original sta-
bility curve (seafloor is moving), while in the sea level rise scenario, the stability curve moves relative to the
geotherm (sea surface is moving). Solubility is so weakly dependent on pressure within the hydrate stability
zone that processes affecting the depth of the seafloor relative to the sea surface barely change the solubility.
In the subsidence scenario, a sediment parcel initially within the hydrate stability zone is carried isother-
mally to greater pressure (Parcel 1 in Figure 8) and ends up farther inside the stability field, but with the
same solubility constraint as before. A parcel (Parcel 2 of Figure 8) originally just outside the stability zone
can end up within the stability zone during the isothermal pressure increase. The solubility curve moves
Figure 8. The impact of pressure increases (sea level rise or subsidence) on P‐T and solubility in a marine reservoir.
Figure modified from Figure 5b of Ruppel and Kessler (2017) and uses different initial conditions than Figures 9 and
10. Pressure corresponding to the addition of 100 m of water or 100 m of subsidence is added over 1,000 years, with no
change in bottom water temperature. (a) The geotherm (black line) remains constant relative to the seafloor in this
scenario, but the phase boundary for gas hydrate stability evolves from left (red curves) to right (blue), deepening the base
of gas hydrate stability (BGHS; intersection of geotherm and stability curve). Note that the addition of ~1 MPa of pressure
to the reservoir produces <30 m deepening of the BGHS due to the morphology of the stability curve in P‐T space. A
parcel of sediment (shown as black lines with arrows) remains at a constant depth relative to the seafloor
(new seafloor shown schematically in green along with dashed line to indicate that the geotherm remains unchanged
relative to the seafloor) during a simple subsidence or sea level rise event. Parcel 1 starts within the hydrate stability
zone and ends up more supercooled relative to the phase boundary during the subsidence event. Parcel 2 starts outside
the stability zone and ends up within it during the event. (b) This plot of methane solubility is drawn relative to the
seafloor, regardless of its depth relative to the sea surface. Thus, the reference frame (see section 5.1.1.4) is different than
that used to illustrate the evolving P‐T conditions at the phase boundary in (a). Here, increased pressure does not
noticeably alter solubility within the hydrate stability zone. Solubility increases within the vapor phase zone, meaning
that more free gas dissolves. Because the solubility curve is affected only by pressure in the scenario described here,
Parcel 1 starts and maintains its original point on the solubility curve relative to the seafloor. Parcel 2 also maintains this
point, but the solubility field evolves through the parcel so that it experiences first the changes in the vapor phase
solubility constraint and then ends up within the stability zone near the BGHS.
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through this parcel as it evolves, first with solubility increasing in the vapor phase zone and then the parcel
ending up within the stability zone just above the BGHS.
Uplift, such as that accompanying the formation of compressional ridges on the subducting plate of active
margins or rebound of seafloor following melting of a grounded ice sheet, has an impact opposite to that
Figure 9. Tracking the impact of an erosional event on a parcel of seafloor sediment. To make this model as general as
possible, we assume homogeneous 35‰ NaCl pore waters (even when hydrate dissociates and freshens pore waters) and
incorporate no endothermic heat of dissociation or exothermic heat of formation. The former assumption implies rapid
advection to keep pore waters homogeneous, while the latter assumption implies rapid heat transfer in the vicinity of the
formation/dissociation front. While neither assumption is realistic, the goal of this model is to underscore that not only
fluid but also sediment is moving through the P‐T solubility space that dictates hydrate stability. The initial geotherm was
assigned to be nearly 90°C/km to bring the base of gas hydrate stability (BGHS) for this water depth (1,000 m) to ~100 m
below the seafloor for convenience in plotting and to ensure propagation of some seafloor temperature effects to the
depth of the BGHS during these short model runs. (a) For an erosional event of 10 mm/year for 3 ky followed by a 7 ky
period of re‐equilibration, the BGHS first shoals then deepens (red curve). Parcels that are originally immediately below
the BGHS (dotted blue curves) end up within the hydrate stability zone. Parcels within the hydrate stability zone (dashed
blue curves) are carried closer to the seafloor and to colder equilibrium temperatures. (b) The red, blue, and purple curves
indicate the solubility as a function of depth below the seafloor (which is eroding) at the initial time, the end of erosion,
and after 7 ky of equilibration, respectively. The black paths show how parcels at different depths experience solubility
changes during and after the erosional event. Parcel 1 (below the BGHS) experiences reduced solubility conditions during
erosion, which creates more vapor phase gas. As the system equilibrates, some of the vapor phase gas would again move
into the dissolved phase. Methane solubility in pore waters is nearly the same before and at the end of the erosional event
for Parcel 2, which moves from below the BGHS to the hydrate stability zone. During re‐equilibration, solubility
decreases significantly, which would encourage the formation of hydrate. Parcel 3 experiences reduced solubility for the
entire event, meaning that hydrate formation is likely. See section 5.1.1.4 for more explanation.
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of subsidence. Uplift decreases pressure within the hydrate reservoir,
leading to shoaling of the BGHS relative to the seafloor. Solubility in the
free gas zone decreases as pressure diminishes, causing the accumulation
of more vapor phase gas beneath the BGHS.
Erosional processes—slow erosion associatedwith continuous scouring of
the seafloor, more rapid erosion associated with episodic events, or sudden
removal of a thickness of seafloor due to turbidity currents or submarine
slide formation—can lead to new hydrate in the reservoir and at the
BGHS as the BGHS migrates to greater depths relative to the new seafloor
(Figure 9). Normal geotherms increase as a function of depth in the shal-
low sedimentary section, and equilibrium geotherms have a boundary
condition equivalent to the bottom water temperature at the seafloor.
Erosional removal of material exposes formerly deeper, warmer sediments
to cold seafloor temperatures. As the geotherm re‐equilibrates, the solubi-
lity of methane in pore water in the hydrate reservoir decreases, making
more methane available for hydrate formation. After some lag time, the
temperature at the BGHS also starts decreasing, causing the BGHS to
migrate deeper. Below the BGHS, solubility increases slightly, consuming
some of the free gas that may previously have been contained there.
Sedimentation ultimately increases temperatures within a specific parcel
of sediment in the reservoir and leads to hydrate dissociation at the origi-
nal BGHS (Figure 10). Sedimentation occurs at slow rates on many conti-
nental margins, but the emplacement of landslide deposits can be cast as a
more catastrophic form of sedimentation. For the hydrostatic assumption,
sedimentation does not change the pressure in the reservoir. Thus, the
impact of sedimentation should in theory be related only to the associated
perturbation in temperatures and hence solubility. Sedimentation adds
material at the temperature, salinity, and sulfate concentration of bottom
waters to the seafloor. Re‐equilibration of geotherms in response to this
addition leads to increasing temperatures for a given parcel within the
hydrate zone, increasing local methane solubility, and thus dissolution
of hydrate that may previously have been in equilibrium with the pore
waters. The BGHS will end up at its initial depth relative to the new sea-
floor but migrates (upward) to that depth through dissociation of gas
hydrate between the original (now more deeply buried) and new BGHS.
Sedimentation also delivers new organic carbon to the seafloor, thus pro-
viding more fuel for methanogenic microbes that can produce methane in
situ in the reservoir.
A potential point of confusion in assessing the impact of geologic pro-
cesses on deepwater marine reservoirs is the appropriate frame of refer-
ence when seafloor depth is changing. For example, the BGHS will be at
the same depth relative to the seafloor before an erosional process and
after complete re‐equilibration if other factors (e.g., bottom water tem-
perature) remain the same. However, parcels of sediment that were pre-
viously below the BGHS may now be within the hydrate stability zone,
having shoaled relative to the seafloor (Figure 9a). Thus, it is important to remember that not only are fluids
moving through the reservoir via migration processes, but sediment parcels also end up in different positions
relative to the seafloor for processes that add or remove sediment from the seafloor.
Another issue is accounting for the addition or removal of sediment in terms of the height of the water col-
umn. In theory, the addition of 1 m of sediment should reduce the amount of water above a spot on the sea-
floor by 1 m. The seafloor becomes shallower relative to the sea surface, but the overall pressure in the
reservoir remains the same if the hydrostatic assumption is adopted, as is the norm for calculating the
Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for a 3 ky sedimentation event at 10 mm/
year followed by 7 ky of equilibration. (a) The base of gas hydrate stability
(BGHS) first deepens and then shoals (red curve). Gas hydrate in parcels
that are originally immediately above the BGHS (dashed blue curves)
experiences dissociation as these parcels end up below the BGHS. Parcels
originally within the vapor phase zone (dotted blue curves) are carried
deeper. (b) The red, blue, and purple curves indicate the solubility as a
function of depth below the seafloor (which is receiving sediment) at the
initial time, the end of erosion, and after 7 ky of equilibration, respectively.
The black paths show how parcels at different depths experience solubility
changes during and after the erosional event. Parcel 1 (below the BGHS)
experiences decreased solubility conditions during sedimentation, which
increases vapor phase gas. Methane solubility in pore waters increases
during sedimentation for Parcel 2, which moves from above the BGHS to
the vapor phase zone during equilibration. Solubility always increases,
meaning that gas hydrate would first dissolve and then dissociate as the
parcel crosses into the vapor phase zone. Parcel 3 experiences increased
solubility for the entire event, meaning that hydrate dissolution is likely.
See section 5.1.1.4 for more explanation.
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hydrate stability zone in deep marine sediments. In this scenario, a basin would eventually fill with
sediment, but the pressure experienced by any parcel would remain constant throughout sedimentation.
In an alternate, endmember formulation, the addition of 1 m of sediment would be accommodated by
1 m of subsidence (local isostatic compensation) so that the height of the water column above the seafloor
remains constant. In this case, pressure increases in the reservoir as sedimentation continues (~0.1 MPa
for every 10 m of sedimentation).
Figures 8 through 10 highlight particle tracking, namely, following a specific parcel of sediment through the
solubility and P‐T changes that affect the reservoir during and following erosion and sedimentation. For the
scenario illustrated here, the seafloor adjusted to the removal or addition of the 30 m of sediment, meaning
that the pressure changed by ~0.3 MPa for these cases. Figures 8a and 10a are plotted relative to the seafloor.
The BGHS re‐equilibrates to nearly its starting depth by 7 ky after the end of the erosion/sedimentation
event, but parcels of sediment that started in the hydrate stability zone or beneath the BGHS end up in
different positions relative to these components of the reservoir. The solubility curves in Figures 9b and
Figure 11. Gas hydrate on upper continental slopes exists in a dynamic environment. This diagram shows the case of a
high‐latitude upper continental slope where gas hydrate is stable nearly as shallow as ~300 m water depth at just above 0°
C bottom water temperature. The general principle illustrated here is applicable to other upper continental slopes.
The main diagram shows water column temperatures recorded as a function of depth during measurements in July and
October 2012 on the Beaufort Sea upper continental slope. The pressure corresponding to the top of gas hydrate
stability (TGHS) changes ~0.1 MPa (~10 m) over that time. On a shallow upper continental slope, a 10 m change in
bathymetry could translate to hundreds of meters or more along the slope. It is important not to view the TGHS boundary
on the diagram as a proxy for the upper continental slope since the temperatures within the sediments follow a
geotherm, not the water column thermocline. The colored circles on the diagram correspond to the positions on the inset
diagram. No hydrate exists shallower than the landward limit of stability (red circles). The green and purple circles mark
the landward limit of stability at Times 1 and 2, respectively. The blue circle marks a location that is similar to
normal deepwater marine hydrate provinces: The TGHS is in the water column, and the seafloor lies within the hydrate
stability zone. The black and dashed curves in the seafloor below the green point are schematic BGHS for normal
conditions and the condition described by Gorman and Senger (2010), respectively. The gray curve is the schematic
BGHS for the landward gas hydrate limit associated with the purple circle. It is unlikely that hydrate formation and
breakdown at the landward limit of stability keep pace with the changes in the temperatures of bottom waters in the
overlying ocean.
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10b are plotted relative to the seafloor, regardless of its depth relative to the sea surface at any time. The
particle tracks shown in black arrows on the solubility curves demonstrate schematically how a parcel
moving through changing solubility conditions in the reservoir will experience different regimes during
and after the erosion/sedimentation events.
5.1.2. Upper Continental Slopes
Uppermost continental slopes bracket the landward limit of gas hydrate stability and are roughly estimated
to include ~3.5% of the marine area where gas hydrates might occur (Ruppel, 2011). The landward limit of
gas hydrate stability can be as shallow as 300 m in the Arctic Ocean in winter months or more than 700 m
deep on continental margins at tropical latitudes (Figure 6). On most of the world's temperate margins, the
landward limit of stability, determined by intersecting the theoretical TGHS zone with seafloor bathymetry,
lies at ~450 to 700 m.
Because upper continental slopes have P‐T conditions close to the hydrate phase boundaries (top and/or bot-
tom), any hydrate that exists there would be particularly susceptible to changing ocean conditions, an issue
that has been investigated on numerous margins and with various models (Berndt et al., 2014; Biastoch
et al., 2011; Brothers et al., 2014; Darnell & Flemings, 2015; Kvenvolden, 1988; Phrampus et al., 2014;
Phrampus & Hornbach, 2012; Ruppel, 2011; Ruppel & Kessler, 2017). Note that the amount of hydrate actu-
ally present on upper continental slopes is uncertain. For various reasons, classic BSRs are typically unde-
tectable at these water depths, meaning that few hard constraints exist to determine an upper boundary to
vapor phase gas beneath the theoretical BGHS. In addition, if the BGHS is predicted to lie only a few meters
to tens of meters below the seafloor, the SRZ would overlap with much of the stability zone and prevent the
development of hydrate. If hydrate is present, even a small decrease in pressure or increase in temperature
could theoretically drive dissociation. Once dissociation begins, several factors might limit further gas
hydrate breakdown though. First, the endothermic heat of dissociation acts as a thermodynamic brake on
continued destabilization of the deposits. Second, dissociation releases fresh water into pore space, which
shifts the phase boundary to higher temperature at any given pressure, thereby stabilizing hydrate. Only
when heat or mass transfer processes overcome the barriers to further dissociation can upper slope gas
hydrate degradation proceed.
Hydrate dissociation on upper continental slopes may not keep pace with processes such as intermediate
ocean warming. Ocean waters immediately overlying the upper continental slope could be out of equili-
brium with the state of hydrate in the sediments. Brothers et al. (2014) highlight a case in which gas hydrate
may have been stranded beneath the upper slope landward of the present‐day stability boundary in the U.S.
Mid‐Atlantic Bight owing to the time lag in hydrate dissociation in response to temperature forcing. In the
U.S. sector of the Beaufort Sea in the Arctic Ocean, seasonal warming and cooling of intermediate waters
impinging on the upper continental slope could in theory cause migration of the landward limit of gas
hydrate stability by ~10 m in depth and hundreds of meters along the slope during a few‐month period, as
shown schematically in Figure 11. While intrinsic kinetics does not play a role in limiting the capacity of
the zone of hydrate occurrence to remain in thermal equilibrium with the overlying ocean water, mass
and heat transfer limitations could mean that hydrate does not re‐form quickly enough each autumn for
the hydrate zone to keep pace with the thermal changes in the ocean water.
Where the seafloor on upper continental slopes dips seaward by only a few degrees and geothermal gradients
in the sediments are small, a peculiar situation could develop in the gas hydrate reservoir. As described by
Gorman and Senger (2010) and illustrated schematically in the inset to Figure 11, the TGHS and BGHS
may both occur within the sediments for this special case. Landward of the point at which gas hydrate first
becomes stable at the seafloor, gas hydrate could form within the sediments over an updip distance of tens of
meters in a feature that Gorman and Senger (2010) call a bulge.
5.1.3. Seafloor Hydrate
Gas hydrate exposed at the seafloor represents a special case related to formation and breakdown pro-
cesses. While not considered volumetrically important in global gas hydrate inventories (Boswell &
Collett, 2011), seafloor gas hydrate is the only naturally occurring hydrate that is visible without disturb-
ing sediments and therefore garners outsized attention. Seafloor hydrate can exist in areas of active gas
seepage at water depths (pressures) and bottom water temperatures where hydrate should be stable, even
if the surrounding ocean waters are too undersaturated with methane for the seafloor hydrate to be main-
tained long term.
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One habit for seafloor gas hydrate (Figure 12) is exposed mounds, which
are often capped by a thin veneer of sediment, oil, or bacterial biofilm
(Lapham et al., 2014). Such mounds were first described on the seafloor
of the northern Gulf of Mexico, where they are habitat for “ice worms”
(Fisher et al., 2000). The surface coatings often observed on seafloor gas
hydrate mounds may act as physical barriers to hydrate dissolution in
the surrounding ocean water, which is undersaturated with respect to
hydrate‐forming gases. Without such physical barriers, dissolution can
be rapid. Gas hydrate dissolution experiments at the seafloor by Rehder
et al. (2004) measured dissolution rates of several millimeters of methane
hydrate per day, and the gas hydrate dissolution model of Egorov
et al. (1999) suggests that a 30 cm‐thick seafloor outcropping of gas
hydrate would dissolve within a year. Lapham et al. (2014) measure disso-
lution rates of 15 cm/year for a seafloor hydrate mound that may have
been buffered from faster dissolution by a residual oily layer. At some
locations, hydrate mounds may be dissolving from above where they are
in contact with ocean waters, but also forming new hydrate underneath
as methane bubbles ascending through the underlying sediments encoun-
ter sufficient water (Anderson et al., 2012; Egorov et al., 1999;
Roberts, 2001). With fast enough bubble delivery, rapid vapor phase
hydrate formation may keep pace with or even exceed (leading to mound
inflation) the slower rate of dissolution from above. Even when most of
the seafloor deposit is protected from dissolution, the scoop‐shaped pits
sometimes observed on some seafloor gas hydrate (Figure 12a) may arise
as dissolution erodes the surface hydrate.
Low relief seafloor mounds (Figure 12b) encountered during remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) explorations of seep fields on the U.S.
Atlantic margin, the Cascadia margin (Chapman et al., 2004), and
the northern Gulf of Mexico are also inferred to be manifestations of
seafloor gas hydrate, even when gas hydrate is not visible. Whether
such mounds should be described as gas hydrate pingos (Serié
et al., 2012) or whether such terminology should be confined to
mounds of a certain morphology and in association with
high‐latitude settings (Paull et al., 2007; Serov et al., 2015; Waage
et al., 2019) has not yet been resolved. On the northern Cascadia mar-
gin, the thinly sedimented mounds are described as pingo like and
~3 m high with exposed hydrate (Chapman et al., 2004). On the U.S.
Atlantic margin and southern Cascadia margin, the low, hummocky
mounds are sometimes entirely mantled by sediment and set within
seep fields (Figure 12b). Further investigation will be required to verify
the origin of the mounds and determine if they are cored by gas
hydrate and inflate as gas hydrate forms. In the case of a mound
encountered in 2019 on the U.S. Atlantic margin at ~1,500 m water
depth within the Norfolk Seep field (Figure 12b), video footage (sup-
porting information) revealed the flow of dense fluid (presumed to be
brine) from holes on the surface of the mound. Gas migrating into
the mound from below could combine with water to form gas hydrate,
and the volume increase associated with that phase transition could
lead to further inflation of the mound. At the same time, exclusion of salts during hydrate formation,
coupled with consumption of some pore water during hydrate formation, would increase the salinity
of the remaining fluids trapped in interstitial spaces between hydrate‐encased bubbles.
Another commonly observed habit for seafloor gas hydrate is as an inverted, rounded mound of seemingly
homogeneous hydrate beneath overhangs such as those formed by authigenic carbonate outcrops
Figure 12. Seafloor hydrate examples. (a) Photograph published by Ruppel
and Kessler (2017), showing white hydrate beneath a mussel‐encrusted
carbonate cap in the northern Gulf of Mexico. This feature may represent a
mound whose sides have collapsed and exposed the hydrate, or the hydrate
may have formed in this way due to seepage from a seafloor vent. Pits in
the hydrate may be caused by dissolution processes. Photograph by NOAA's
Ocean Exploration and Research Program in 2014 (Lobecker et al., 2019).
(b) Low‐relief mound set within the Norfolk Seep field (Skarke et al.,
2014), as photographed by NOAA's D2 ROV in 2019 (Cantwell et al., 2019).
The mound is several meters across and ~1 m high and inferred to have a
core of gas hydrate. The cloud of sediment in the water column is
entrained as the current flows across small jets of dense fluid (brine) mixed
with sediment being emitted out of the side of the mound, as shown in the
video in the supporting information. In other areas, these seafloor
mounds have a more peaked morphology or may expose hydrate where the
side of the mound has been eroded. (c) Gas hydrate “inverted snowcone”
formed beneath a carbonate overhang. The remnants of hydrate‐encrusted
bubbles that merged to form this feature are visible on the right side of the
feature. Photograph by the Global Explorer ROV on the mid‐Atlantic
margin during a USGS‐led cruise in 2017. Lasers separated by 10 cm.
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(Figure 12c). The first description of such a feature, which is popularly termed an inverted snowcone, may
have been on a 2001 DSV Alvin dive (Van Dover et al., 2003) on the Blake Ridge at a seep/salt diapir location
that had been drilled in 1995 (Paull et al., 1996). Since then, such hydrate snowcones have been observed by
ROVs at several other locations. The inverted snowcone habit of these seafloor hydrate deposits originates
when a methane seep emits a bubble beneath a physical barrier that interferes with the bubble's
continued rise. The physical barrier also protects trapped bottom water from having its accumulated
dissolved methane swept away into the surrounding ocean. The bubble emerges into ocean water that is
already locally saturated with methane and rapidly acquires a hydrate shell. As the bubble continues to
rise, it encounters the previous accumulation of gas hydrate‐encased bubbles. The buoyancy of the newly
hydrate‐encased bubble causes it to remain attached to the previous accumulation, which may (a) become
compressed as more hydrate‐encased bubbles are added (Egorov et al., 2014); (b) transform into more
massive hydrate if enough water is present; or (c) retain porosity even as the hydrate shells collapse. The
snowcones of gas hydrate under carbonate ledges would dissolve rapidly if exposed to normal ocean water
undersaturated in methane or if conduits stop supplying gas (possibly due to clogging by gas hydrate; e.g.,
Nimblett & Ruppel, 2003) for too long. In the case of the Blake Ridge snowcone, the feature observed in
2001 (Van Dover et al., 2003) was largely absent during a return visit by DSV Alvin in 2003.
Figure 13. The maximum potential extent of temperature conditions suitable for cryospheric gas hydrates to have
formed in the past (i.e., at the Last Glacial Maximum [LGM] at ~21.5 ka) or be present now. Note that for terrestrial
locations, gas hydrates are frequently located above thermogenic reservoirs (e.g., Collett et al., 2011; Ruppel, 2015) and
are not as ubiquitous as in marine settings. Blue indicates the extent of ice sheets at the LGM from Ehlers et al. (2011).
Pink marks the contemporary distribution of continuous, discontinuous, and isolated permafrost from the model
of Obu et al. (2019), and orange indicates the extent of contemporary subsea permafrost from Overduin et al. (2019). Land
areas glaciated at the LGM, along with shallow seas where ice was grounded, could have evolved subglacial hydrates.
Areas where permafrost persists today may have relict hydrates formed during glacial periods, and new hydrate may
form if gas migrates into the stability zone. (a) Global map. Subglacial hydrate inventories have been estimated for
Greenland and Antarctica (Lamarche‐Gagnon et al., 2019; Wadham et al., 2012). (b) Map focused on Scandinavia,
Russian, and the Kara and Barents Seas. The extent of the LGM ice coverage and subsea permafrost explains why gas
hydrate degradation features have increasingly been described there (Andreassen et al., 2017; Portnov et al., 2013, 2016;
Serov et al., 2015, 2017).
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The rapid accumulation of hydrate‐encased bubbles beneath interfaces
that block their ascent through the water column occurs not only in nat-
ural settings but also beneath some deep sea infrastructure (Anderson
et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2011). During the Deepwater Horizon incident,
an oil containment dome could not be placed over the leaking well
because large amounts of hydrate formed rapidly around gas bubbles
and accumulated under the dome, making it buoyant and difficult to con-
trol the oil (Deepwater Horizon Trustees, 2016; Graham et al., 2011).
5.2. Gas Hydrates in Cryospheric Settings
Gas hydrates that occur in settings associated with water ice or that exist
because an area was glaciated are termed cryospheric hydrates. These
include permafrost‐associated gas hydrates, hydrate that forms beneath
ice sheets (whether or not the subglacial regime is permafrost), and
pingo‐like features (section 5.1.3) found on some high‐latitude continen-
tal shelves and not discussed further here.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of contemporary Northern Hemisphere
ice‐bearing permafrost (Obu et al., 2019) and subsea permafrost
(Overduin et al., 2019) and the extent of the continental ice sheets at the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) from Ehlers et al. (2011). Any of these areas
is a candidate for the presence of present‐day cryospheric hydrates
although it is important to remember that such hydrates are not as ubiqui-
tous as those inmarine settings (see discussion in Ruppel & Kessler, 2017).
5.2.1. Permafrost‐Associated Hydrate
If the global gas hydrate inventory consists only of deepwater marine and
permafrost‐associated hydrates (PAHs), less than 2% is estimated to occur
in areas of continuous permafrost (McIver, 1981; Ruppel, 2015). The top of
the methane hydrate stability zone in areas of continuous permafrost
would typically be encountered at ~200 m (depending on the geothermal
gradient) below the tundra surface and would therefore lie within the per-
mafrost layer (Figure 14a). The BGHS could be several hundreds of meters
below the base of the permafrost in the underlying unfrozen ground. Here
we use the terminology of PAH to refer to gas hydrates that have formed
in and beneath subaerial permafrost at high latitudes or in high plateaux.
This designation includes hydrates associated with subsea permafrost that
is currently offshore beneath some high‐latitude continental shelves
(Brothers et al., 2012, 2016; Hu et al., 2013; Overduin et al., 2019;
Portnov et al., 2013; Rachold et al., 2007; Rekant et al., 2015; Ruppel
et al., 2016) since this permafrost formed subaerially. Gas hydrates that
have formed beneath ice sheets (subglacial) may or may not be associated
with a permafrost regime and are discussed in section 5.2.2.
Most PAHs that exist now formed during Pleistocene Ice Ages
(Majorowicz et al., 2008). During global cooling that accompanied major
glaciations, cold temperatures propagated into the ground, leading to
the development of thick (hundreds of meters) subaerial permafrost in
locations such as the Alaskan North Slope and Siberia. Depending on pre-
existing thermal conditions, the rapidity of surface cooling, and the ther-
mal properties of the sediments, the formation of the first gas hydrate
(probably from vapor phase gas) could have preceded the formation of
water ice within the zone that eventually became permafrost (Dai et al., 2011). Cooling of pore waters in con-
tact with hydrate makes gas less soluble, which in turn also promotes additional formation of gas hydrate
under these conditions. The gas hydrate zone may expand upward and downward simultaneously as the
geotherm cools in response to surface temperature forcing. After the ice point is reached in the permafrost
Figure 14. Cryospheric hydrate stability and solubility conditions. (a)
Permafrost‐associated hydrate (PAH) situation for a surface temperature
of −10°C and a constant 25°C/km geotherm. The geotherm is usually lower
within the permafrost zone (blue shading) than in the underlying
sediments due to difference in thermal conductivity associated with the
presence of water ice. Hydrate is stable from several hundred meters depth
in the sediment (top of gas hydrate stability zone; TGHS) to hundreds of
meters below the base of permafrost. The stability curve here is schematic
since the pure water curve fit given in Table 1 is not valid below 0°C.
CSMGem (Sloan & Koh, 2007) can be used to calculate the equation of state
(EOS) under these cold conditions. The solubility curve on the right stops at
the base of the water ice zone. The role of small amounts of free water in
hydrate dynamics within the intrapermafrost zone has not been
investigated, but hydrate is also considered more rare in this zone than in
the subpermafrost. (b) Stability considerations and solubility beneath a
770 m‐thick warm base (0.5°C at ground surface) glacier with the same
geotherm as in (a). The TGHS is now at the ground surface.
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zone, further hydrate formation could be limited if water is mostly consumed by ice formation. Ice formation
also leaves behind more saline pore waters that would inhibit the formation of new hydrate and may lead to
the dissociation of existing hydrates.
The most common driver for dissolution or dissociation of PAH is the downward propagation of warming
temperatures from the ground surface. For hydrates associated with subsea permafrost, which ended up
beneath high‐latitude inner continental shelves as coastal regions were inundated during sea level rise start-
ing at the end of the LGM, the slight increase in pressure owing to inundation (typically less than 1 MPa or
~100 m of water) is not enough to overcome the destabilizing effect of ocean bottom temperatures that are
warmer than average annual air temperatures to which the new seafloor had previously been exposed (e.g.,
Ruppel & Kessler, 2017).
As discussed in section 5.1.1.2, dissolution is the most important process affecting the integrity of hydrate in
deepwater marine sediment. In contrast, the lack of free water means that dissolution is not significant
within the permafrost part of the PAH stability zone. Beneath the permafrost, dissolution processes are simi-
lar to those in deepwater reservoirs.
For all PAH, dissociation driven by ground (which includes the now‐seafloor above subsea permafrost)
warming commences at the TGHS and eventually occurs simultaneously at both the TGHS and BGHS
(e.g., Taylor et al., 2013). Due to the nearly isobaric morphology of the phase diagram at low pressures
and at temperatures below 0°C, a temperature increase at the TGHS will result in hydrate dissociation
in a smaller thickness of the reservoir than will the same magnitude temperature increase at the BGHS.
Temperatures will of course increase faster at the shallower depth of the TGHS relative to the BGHS;
however, PAHs are more common deeper in the stability zone (closer to the BGHS) in locations studied
so far (Collett et al., 2011). The relatively large depths for most PAH are related to the fact that they are
believed to be formed mostly from gas that had migrated from deeper, thermogenic, conventional reser-
voirs prior to Pleistocene cooling events (Collett et al., 2011; Ruppel, 2015). Coalbed methane or
methane and CO2 that had been generated in situ by microbial processes may mix with thermogenic
gases to form rarer gas hydrates within the shallower permafrost zone (Dai et al., 2011; Dallimore &
Collett, 1995), as illustrated in Figure 10 of Ruppel and Kessler (2017). Near the BGHS, gas released
by PAH dissociation may migrate upward but would be prone to re‐form hydrate on the vapor phase
interfaces in the subpermafrost zone if free water is available. Gas released by dissociation at the
TGHS is already in the permafrost zone, and existing water ice can act as a permeability seal that
impedes further migration. Water released during hydrate dissociation at the TGHS at temperatures
below the ice point (Melnikov et al., 2009) would also freeze, further increasing the amount of water
ice and lowering the permeability of the formation.
5.2.2. Subglacial Hydrate
Subglacial hydrate, which is hydrate formed in the ground beneath ice sheets, has only started to receive sig-
nificant attention in the past decade with studies of possible hydrates beneath the Antarctic (Wadham
et al., 2012) and Greenland (Lamarche‐Gagnon et al., 2019) ice sheets and with field and modeling studies
that link contemporary methane release to post‐LGM deglaciation of other areas (e.g., Andreassen
et al., 2017; Portnov et al., 2013, 2016; Serov et al., 2017). Serov et al. (2017) in particular provide a detailed
discussion of the impact of deglacial episodes on subglacial gas hydrate reservoirs.
As summarized schematically in Figure 11 of Ruppel and Kessler (2017), gas hydrate is stable beneath both
warm base and cold base ice sheets if sufficient methane and (unfrozen) pore water are available. Only cold
base ice sheets have a permafrost zone, and shallow hydrates in these settings have affinities with PAH. For
both warm and cold base ice sheets, the elevated pressures caused by the weight of the ice can plunge a sub-
stantial thickness of the ground into the hydrate stability zone (Figure 14b). Hydrate could theoretically be
stable at the ground surface and form from vapor phase gas trapped in surficial features like wetlands or in
near‐surface basin sediments. As the ground cools during glacial episodes, solubility of gas in pore space
decreases, contributing to hydrate formation deeper in the section. Once evolved, warm base ice sheets have
underlying hydrate systems that have similarities with deepwater marine systems in terms of drivers for
hydrate dissociation and dissolution. Warm base glaciers can also have well‐developed basal drainage sys-
tems though, and such drainage may keep methane concentrations below solubility limits and impede the
development of hydrate systems at shallower depths in the ground surface. For cold base ice sheets,
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permafrost evolution also factors into the hydrate dynamics. Hydrates beneath these ice sheets have affi-
nities with PAH (section 5.2.1) except that the reservoir is more controlled by pressure than temperature.
6. Recommendations and Conclusions
This paper has focused on the Grand Challenge related to the rates of gas hydrate phase changes, with par-
ticular emphasis on results relevant to the natural environment. A summary of the key findings and recom-
mendations is as follows:
• Despite the tendency to view gas hydrate stability only through the prism of pressure and temperature,
more than 25 years of geoscience literature emphasizes the role of gas solubility in controlling the thermo-
dynamic stability of hydrates and in determining the relative importance of formation, dissolution, and
dissociation processes in various parts of natural systems. Formulations focusing only on the impact of
P‐T on hydrate deposits inherently assume that the adjacent water phase is always in equilibrium with
the hydrate or vapor phase. In other words, the water phase has to be exactly saturated (at the limit of
methane solubility for a given P‐T condition) for solubility to be ignored. Such formulations miss the
dynamic nature of gas hydrate within the hydrate stability zone, including the potential to gain or lose
gas hydrate based solely on fluctuations in the available pore‐water methane content. As discussed in sec-
tions 4 and 5, evaluating intrastability zone dynamics is important for understanding a variety of natural
and industrial systems.
• Researchers can adopt any of the most widely used EOS (Table 1) for most studies, as long as the focus is
not a detailed analysis of P‐T conditions requiring an accuracy of better than 0.5°C. For all but the finest
grained reservoirs or coarser‐grained reservoirs known to contain significant volumes of fines in pore
space, including the capillary inhibition effect in the EOS calculation is probably not necessary for
first‐order analyses of reservoir conditions in homogeneous sediments. The inhibition of hydrate stability
in the presence of saline pore waters is greater than early estimates by Dickens and Quinby‐Hunt (1994),
and researchers should use one of the EOS that correctly incorporates salinity (Table 1) to ensure accurate
determination of stability conditions, particularly in marine systems.
• Of the three processes—intrinsic kinetics, mass transfer, and heat transfer—involved in hydrate forma-
tion and dissociation, intrinsic kinetics can be ignored even in systems undergoing rapid phase changes.
Mass transfer is often the most important process in formation of gas hydrate, although heat transfer is
critical since the exothermic heat of formation means that heat must always be removed before hydrate
formation can continue. Heat transfer typically plays a more significant role for dissociation, which is
an endothermic process, but mass transfer is necessary to move the byproducts of dissociation (especially
vapor phase gas) away from the dissociation front so that pressures remain below the gas hydrate stability
requirement and dissociation can continue. Further complicating the process is that mass transfer (advec-
tion) can also contribute to the transfer of heat to the dissociation front.
• Mass transfer rates limit gas hydrate formation rates in many natural settings. For example, because fluid
advection and diffusion rates are slow in natural sediments, hydrate formation proceeds slowly from the
aqueous phase methane available in excess of methane solubility, with timescales of thousands of years or
more required to form significant hydrate saturations. Hydrate formation from the vapor phase can be
very rapid due to the abundance of methane and water available for forming hydrate at the liquid‐gas
interface. Vapor phase formation processes can occur at the seafloor and in the ocean water column (in
less than a second), where free gas invades the hydrate stability zone (probably in days), at the base of
the stability zone under some conditions, and where freezing fronts (e.g., from major glaciations) pass
through ground containing vapor phase gas and free water.
• In terms of the volume of gas hydrates affected in natural porous systems, dissolution, not hydrate forma-
tion or dissociation, is the most widespread process since it is the one driven by disequilibrium in the
methane concentrations between gas hydrate and adjacent pore waters. Dissolution can operate within
the entire hydrate stability zone, even within systems that are seemingly at equilibrium according to
P‐T considerations. Dissolution of hydrate within reservoirs would proceed slowly in most cases, requir-
ing thousands of years to erode preexisting gas hydrate.
• Dissociation is confined only to the phase boundaries in hydrate systems. In the marine setting, where the
TGHS is always in the water column except in a special combination of geothermal gradient and seafloor
slope on upper continental slopes, dissociation in the sediments occurs only at the BGHS. For PAHs and
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formations beneath cold base ice sheets, dissociation can sometimes occur simultaneously at the TGHS
and BGHS, both of which are within the formation. The endothermic nature of dissociation acts as a ther-
modynamic brake that prevents runaway dissociation of gas hydrate; however, endothermic dissociation
also presents a challenge for hydrate production testing, where additional heat must sometimes be sup-
plied to provoke continued release of gas from reservoir hydrates. Dissociation should not be viewed as
an instantaneous process. In other words, once a parcel of sediment attains a P‐T condition outside the
hydrate stability field, the hydrate does not instantly dissociate. A useful, although imprecise, analogy
is an ice cube removed from a freezer. The ice cube does not instantly become water but rather requires
finite time for heat transfer to trigger the phase transition of the whole ice cube. Because hydrate dissocia-
tion requires both heat and mass transfer, there is always a lag between attaining disequilibrium P‐T con-
ditions and breakdown. Though small concentrations of gas hydrate can be dissociated in seconds to days
via rapid depressurization or heating, heat transport requirements begin to dominate for larger concentra-
tions of gas hydrate. Gas hydrate‐bearing reservoirs tapped as energy resources are anticipated to produc-
tively dissociate for decades (Hancock et al., 2019). For most geologic systems, bulk dissociation likely
requires thousands of years in response to typical tectonic, sedimentary, or climate triggers.
Data Availability Statement
The database plotted in Figure 1 is available online at https://doi.org/10.5066/P9LLFVJM.
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